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Students mobilize to protest war

Mauricio RubioiThe Chronicle

Thomas Walker, a junior music and performing major, leads a group of Columbia students during a walk-out on Wabash Ave. Oct. 5. The group was organized by
World Can't Wait, which coordinated walk-outs and rallies nationwide.
.By Jenn Zimmerman
Anistal)t Campus News Editor
The buildings lining Wabash
Avenue echoed with Columbia
voices on Oct. 5, during antiBush organization World Can't
Wait's protest.
Gathering around the Wabash

Campus Building, 623 S .
Wabash Ave., a diverse crowd of
Columbia students shouted
through megaphones protesting
the Bush administration and
invited other students to join in
the march.
"Create change," said Adam

Pagy, a junior fashion and production major. "We are creating fucking change!"
After assembling a crowd of 30
to 40 students, protesters marched
down the street past other city
colleges
including
Harold
Washington, Robert Morris,

DePaul, Roosevelt and the School
of the Art Institute.
Since the group was met with
mixed reactions, few joined in the
crowd that ended its first march at
the comer of Columbus Drive and
Jackson Avenue in Grant Park. The
remaining protestors and World

Can't Wait members welcomed
Columbia marchers with applause.
"The younger folks and older
folks ali have a huge voice that
needs to be heard," said Bonnie
Farr, a woman who came out
from Rockford.

See Protest, Page 10

Statistics reveal drops in campus crime Festival
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor
While ' there weren't many
changes in the number of crimes
committed from 2003 to 2005 on
Columbia's property or in campus

buildings, there was a considerable increase in the number of
offenses committed in the dorms.
The numbers revealing this
information carne out in the Crime
Statistics Brochure on Sept 29,

from Columbia's office of Campus
Safety and Security.
The brochure lists more than 20
categories of crimes and the frequency they were committed on
Columbia property, rented property

*Includes the
addition of the
University Center
af Chicago and 2
East Bth·St.

Joshua

Statistics for 2004 and 2005 consist of crimes that have occured in Columbia's shared student
residence centers. The statistics include violations committed by students of all schools in the
Universl~ Center of Chicago and the 2 East 8th building.

and in the residence halls, as well as
how many incidents were reported
to the Chicago Police Department.
Last year, there were I0 crimes
that occurred on campus, 157 on
public property as reported to the
Chicago Police Department and
613 occurred in Columbia dorms
by ail center residences.
Columbia's officials attribute
these increases to a l_arger student
body residing on campus, which
jumped after the addition of the
University Center of Chicago, 525 S.
State St., and the 2 East 8th building.
At first glance, it appears that the
greatest number of crimes were
liquor Jaw violations in Columbia's
residence centers. They rose from
29 in 2003, to 190 in 2004 and most
recently to 5 13 in 2005.
However, the 2004 and 2005 statistics include the total number of
liquor law violations that occurred
in Columbia's shared dorms,
regardless of what college or university the violator may have
attended.
The number of Columbia students who committed liquor law
violations in residence centers
campuswide came to a total of
324 in 2005, said Martha Meegan,
director of Campus Safety and
Security. That same number for
2004 was not available. In 2003,
there were 29 violations.
"Obviously there are increases
with the drug and alcohol violations, but when you consider the
size of the population we gained
in the residential facilities, that's

See Statistics , Page 9

focuses on
conflict
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor
This fall Columbia has joined
the ranks of other city organizations and institutions by partnering with the J 7th annual
Cljicago Humanities Festival,
"Peace and War : Facing Human
Conflict," for the first time .
l'he festival celebrates the
ideas of world-renowned scholars, authors, artists and policy
makers. This year's theme
explores the many natures of
war and peace, from interactions w ith family in the home to
worldwide policies.
A number of the festival's 150
scheduled programs will be held
at the college, and a handful of
faculty members will participate in panel discussions and
lectures, which run from Oct.
28 to No v. 12.
Kuntz hopes that each program' s audi ence w ill understand and appreciate how presenters ex plored elements of
thi s year's theme, said Peter
Kuntz, managing director of
prog rams and production for
the
Chicago
Humanities
Festival.
" Our goal is for people to
come away from this festival
with hope that there are actually

See Festival, Page 9
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How not to make
friends
By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chief
ast wccksomconc I was
JUSt startmg to grow
c lose to moved unex-·
pectedly for a job opportunity.
He was in a tough spot and
was committed to making sacrifices to furthe r hi s Cjlreer,
which I ad mire and have
always said I ·would do. But
this got me thi nking about the
biggest sacrifice he's faced
with- leaving frien ds and
having to start over.
I had zero friends when I
first came to Colum bia as an
18-year-old with a bad haircut
and terrible social skill s. Not
only was I friendless, but I
had no idea how to make
friends .
I had a few setbacks that
made it harder for me. My
best friends from home
were people I had known
since kindergarten, so I
never really had to put any
effort into meeting new
friends. I' m also somewhat socially awkward,
even though I've been told
that I seem to have gotten
better, and generally don' t
make the best first impressions. To top it off I was
not into indulging in alcoholic beverages , which
seems to be a magical key
to meeting people.
Nearly four years later I
finally have established a
solid group of good friends that I
can see myself staying close to
years down road. But as graduation creeps closer with the possibility that I may have to move to
a new city, I've been thinking
about how to and how not to
make friends.
Over the years I think I've
learned more ways to not make
friends and who to avoid being
friends with than actually
befriending people. So if you're
freaking out because you' re
about to move and make friends,
or if you just don 't have any
friends, here's some tips I've

L

learned from my failed attempts
at making new friends.
• l realized quickly that a
direct approach is more counterproductive than one would
expect. There was a girl in one of
my classes who seemed like she
had similar interests as me and l
thought would be a good match
for a new best friend. So during
an awkward silence while riding
the el~vator after class, l blurted
out "l like your style; we should
be friends." Of course she smiled
awkwardly and half laughed, and
that was the first and last time we
ever spoke.
• Remember that cliche saying
" beggars can't be choosers?" .
Well l learned that being too
picky about people's habits and

characteristics is a sure way to
stay friendless.
• l was still in the acquaintance
phase of building a friendship
with a girl in one of my classes.
She was smart and funny, which
are top qualities that a good
frienc! should have. We seemed
to be moving toward an actual
friendship until one day she
bought a bag of Flaming Hot
Chcetos and spent I 0 minutes
slobbering all over her orange
finger tips to clean them like
some sort of wild animal. It
was repulsive , and I was horrified. So at the risk of
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befriending a fin ger-licker I
never sat by her again in class
and was left with another broken opportunity of friendship.
• Even though it's not good
to be too picky when trying to
make friends it's important to
have some standards. The first
friend l made at Columbia was
the most socially awkward and
depressed person I ever met.
This obviously didn' t help my
cause, considering that the
only thing we ever did was
hang out in her dorm room,
watch trashy TV shows and
talk about how socially awkward we were. Luckily l got
past that phase, and l hope she
did too.
• While trying to meet new
friends I wa~ really
shocked to find out
how many people
don 't have a very good
sense of humor, or at
least one that can tolerate me. If you' re sarcastic like I am, make .
sure that when you' re
saying something to a
prospective friend they
know you're being sarcastic. And if they
know you're being sarcastic and don't think
you're funny, then
immediately stop try'i ng to be friends with
them . But if you have
to explain to someone, as I did
once, that you were being sarcastic and she replies by saying, " Oh ... I'm not good at
being funny," run away.
So if you're try ing to make
friends keep in mind my past
experiences that taught me
how not to make them, and
I'm sure you' ll make some
good o:oes. The best 1:1ing I' ve
learned is to not try too hard,
s ince th e best fri end ships I
have just sort of fell randomly
in place.

:
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Black Student Union meeting
Columbia's Black Student Union will meet at
6 p.m. Oct. 9 in room 311 in the Wabash
Campu11 Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. The .
union meets every other Monday, and all stu'
dents are welcome to attend.

For more information,
Weatherly at .(? 12) 344-7994.

call

Kimberly-

Lunchtime. Drum ·.c ircle
Once again Columbia's monthly Lpnchtime ~r.
Drum Circle will meet from :noon to 2 p.m.
Oct. 10. The event will take place in the Hokin
Annex of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.

For more information, call Sharod Smith at
(312) 344-7188.
' i
->.:;~f:?

...t .

Talk the Walk
Talk the Walk allows the public and artists
to explore Columbia's campus galleries.
Participants can wander around the college's
galleries for free from 5 :30 p.m . to 8 p.m .
·
Oct. 12.

For more information, call Elizabeth BurkeDain at (312) 344-8695.

hgraham@chroniclemail.com

Social activist visits

In Your Opinion

Author and social activist Nelson Peery will be
on campus Oct. 12 to discuss his memoir Black
Radical: The Education of an American
Revolutionary. The event will be held at 2 p.m.
during a class located in room 1206 in the South
Campus Building, 624 S.. Wabash Ave.

Do you think Columbia is a safe campus
and why?

For more information, contact ·the Fiction
Writing Department at (312) 344-7611 .
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Debate draws
connections between
Vietnam and Iraq
By Jim Jaworski
Associate Editor
While protests from everyday
citizens were not uncommon during the Vietnam War, a new film
aims to shed some light on a lesser-known breed of protesters: the
soldiers who were fighting in it.
Director David Zeiger showed
his film Sir! No. Sir! to students
and faculty on Oct. 3 at
Columbia's Film Row Cinema in
the II 04 Center, I I 04 S. Wabash
Ave. After the film , w hich
received a standing ovation from
the audience, film and video faculty member Ron Falzone hosted
a Q&A with Zeiger; aciress Jane
Fonda, an anti-war activist who
has a small role in the film; and
Vietnam veteran Barry Romo.
While the film was well received, the Q&A had a few
tense moments and inc idents of
political sparring.
Sir! No, Sir! is a documentary
about the anti-Vietnam movement
within the ranks of the U.S. military. The film features soldiers
who were criminalized for participating in anti-war marches, resisting orders, and producing und~r
ground publications criticizing
America's foreign policy in southeast Asia. By calling attention to
the soldiers who resisted, Zeiger

Columbia
administers
arty alcohol
punishments
By Steve Yaccino
.
Assistant Campus News Editor
Although underage students
caught drinking off campus could
pay up to $500 in fines or serve 30
days in jail, according to the lllinois
Liquor Control "Commission,
Columbia prefers to take a sockson-hands-on approach.
Campus alcohol violations
have risen over the last two years,
yet Columbia continues to creatively discipline students, and
some say it's ineffective.
For punishment last spring,
Andy Molhlot, a fonner theater
major. crouched behind an Overturned table in the student lounge
of his dormitory. His arms were
stuffed into diny socks that he decorated for that very moment. He
named one sock Mary; he named
the other sock James. He reached
up so that only his hands were visi'>le al--:ve the table and reenacted
a pany as 30 of his classmates
intently watched.
"I feel cocky and indignant,"
James said, acting outwardly drunk.
"Do me! " Mary said. They
kissed, but were quickly interrupted by the sound of someone
pounding at the door.
"It's the RA," someone
screamed. "Hide the beer!"
With the help ofa mend crouching
next to Molholt, a resident assistant
sock cntl:red the scene to the soundtrack of"Bao"' by Michael Jackson.

See Alcohol , Page 10

Minimum
grade
policy
proposed
Students may need
at least a C grade for
majors, minors
By Jim Jaworski
Associate Editor

Michael

Jane Fonda listens to Ron Falzone, a film and video faculty member, during a Q&A session
after the screening of the film 'Sir! No, Sir!' directed by David Zeiger at the Film Row Center in
the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash building.
hopes to spotlight what he thinks is
a forgotten piece of the larger antiVietnam movement.
''They say the Vietnam War was
fought by working-class soldiers
who were all (pro-war)," he said.
"There are a lot of misconceptions."
After the film, Falzone bosted
the Q&A to rliscuss the :Oovement among soldiers . Zeiger
and Fonda explained that there
was a stronger resistance among
the soldiers than the public was
aware of.
"There was a very clear split
around 1970, 1971 ," Zeiger said.
"[By then) over 50 percent of soldiers had engaged in some type of
anti-war activity ... by 197 1, you
didn't even have to hide tha t."
Fonda, who held nume rous
anti-Vietnam ra llies around the
world, a lso recalled the s upport
she received from troops, as
well as a signi ficaqt amount of
resistance.
"As I was being led off[military
bases) there was guys hanging out
there giving me the peace sign and
on the other side there were some
waving the American flag ... calling me a traito:·," she said.
While the film made no direct
reference to the current war in
Iraq, the conversation quickly
steered towards its similarities to
Vietnam.

"The U.S. government threw
everything they had at [Vietnam)
,except nuclear weapons," Zeiger
said, referring to the Iraq war, and
a potential conflict with Ira n,
where President Bush is openly
considering small-scale nuclear
weapons, such as "bunker
busters."
" I don 't have to tell you about
the similarities,'" Fonda said. " It's
too depressing."
After Falzone finished his
portion of the Q&A, the discussion was opened to the audience
to a~k further ques tions, with
Romo, a member of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War, joining Zeiger and Fonda on stage.
The politically charged atmosphere instantly yielded some tense
back-and-forths between s ome
members of the audie nce and
thqse ort stage.
T he first question was aske d
by a member of the G reen Party,
a n e nvironmental, pro-labor
group, who did not g ive his
name. The man asked the group
about the need for a third political party while simultaneous ly
promoting its candidate for lieu~
tenant governor.
"We need a movement that is
not just the Democrats," he said.
Romo quickly berated the man
for his use of the venue to promote
his pany.

Michael Jarecki/The Chron1cle

David Zeiger speaks to a crowd of people about his film 'Sir!
No, Sir!' at the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

" If you just came here to give
your [statement], then that is very
disrespectful," Romo said.
A brief shouting match ensued
between the two men until the
Green Pany member eve nrually
stormed out.
T he next question was raised
by Blake Hausman, president of
the
Columbia
C<,>llege
Conservatives, a student organization. He critici:o:ed Fonda for
a ttempting to turn the public
against the government.
" [You did) what it would take
... to turn America inro the enemy
and not the beacon of hope that it
·
is,'' he said.
After a disapproving murmur
from the crowd, Fonda defended
her stance on the Iraq war and
Vietnam.
"I don't agree with the policies,''
she said, "but I still love America."
Romo jumped to her defense.
"If Jane 's a traitor, then I'm a
traitor," he said. " And I am not."
T hrougho ut the session, highly political q uestions were
raised, s uch as the disse nt
amongs t soldiers in the c urrent
conflic t in Iraq.
After fielding so many hard-hitting questions, Zeiger was ready
for a more li ghthearted di scussion.
" ls n'tthere a lot of film students
[at Col umbia)?" Zeiger joked.
··ooesn 't anyone want to know
what fom1at I s hot it in'>'"
Loui s Silverstein. Liberal
Educat io n ins tructor nnd coc hai r o f the Civic Responsibility
a nd Engagement Cornrn lltee.
which !)ponsorcd the event. was
satisfied with the open d1alogue
and exc hange of ideas that took
place.
'"The peorle that shc•,,ed the
film , what they hope is that people
don't leave with, "That was a very
interesting evening, that was a
c halk nging evening,'" he said.
"But the . idea of how we give
meaning to the film a nd how do
we give meaning to [things that)
we said and how we go about hving our hves.''

A p ro posal put forth to
C olumbia 's C olle ge Counc il
c o uld esta bli s h a minimum
grade policy for majors a nd
minors, requiring s tudents to
receive at leas t a C in orde r to
advance in an underg radua te
program.
The council , a governing body
made up of members from the'
administration, faculty, staff and
student government, have not yet
voted on the proposal , but it could
be rati fied a nd presented to the
president's office next month if it
gains enough s upport.
Columbia currently has no policy dictating a minimum grade
requirement throughout the college, with departments maintaining their own grade re quirements
for students to advance in the
program. Most departments have
a minimum grade requirem ent of
either a C or a C-minus.
The policy, which was proposed by the Academic Affairs
Committee, rece ived signifi cant
resista nce from council me mbers w ho raised conce rns about
its e ffect iveness.
. One problem is the possibil ity
o f instructors giving students a
C instead of a more deserved Cminus in o rde r to keep the student from having to repeat the
course.
- " It seem s we a re going to see
g rade inflation," said Randy
Albers, council member and
c hair of the Fi c tion Writi n g
Department. "T ha t unde rcuts
s tandards."
Another concern raised was the
potential impact on low-income
stpdents who receive a C-minus
mid have to repeat a co urse. Since
financial aid does not cover a
c ourse taken for the second time.
some mem bers were concerned
disadvantaged students may opt to
dro p out of Columbia.
'"This may be of good intenti on ... [but] it may dec rease the
amount of low-mcornc students

[at Co lumb1a.!" sa1d Lotus
Slhcrstclll, a council member
and L1beral Ed ucation Instructor.
Some members were also
COIK~ I Il!.!d about the llCI.!H I I\C
affect on honors ~.;rudcnt: \\ ho
mi~ht be adversely affected
b~:au~-.c of a puor
formam:c
in a ~1nglc cl,J~s.
··[There could be] a 'tudcnt
w ho has a 3. 7 G PJ\. and they
have to !"cpcat a course," sa1d
Mark Kelly. 'JCe pre"dcnt of
Student A ffa1rs.
A modified propo,al '"II
most likely be presented at lhc
No vember Co llege Co uncil
meeti ng. If the measure passes
through the council, 11 will then
be presented to pres1dent
Warn ck L. Carter and the board
of tru>tecs for final app ro' al.

p: .

jjaworski@clzroniclemail com
jja worski(£ljchromclemm l com
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Who wants to be a RA?
DO YOU CONSIDER YOURSELF A PEOPLE PERSON?
DO YOU LIKE TO PLAN ACTIVITIES IN WHICH STUDENTS CAN· PARTICIPATE?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A ST.UDENT LEADER?

Come on out to:

Resident Assistant Selection
Inforn"lation Session
You will obtain information on what a RA position calls for

Sessions will be held:
Monday, October 9, 8:30pm
Thursday, October 12, 8:00pm
Sunday, October 15, 7:30pm
Tuesday, October 17, 8:00pm
Wednesday, OctCJber 18, 8:00pm
Community Lounge 731 S. Plymouth Ct.
For que&tions please contact:
Kelli Collins - The Associate Director of
Res. Life at Kcollins@colum.edu
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Students .save
with technology
By Jenn Zimmerman
Asslsta,nt Campus News Editor

Technology can be expensive
these days. Between keeping up
with the latest laptops, iPods
and cell phones, being · technologically advanced isn't fit for a
college student's budget. But
around Columbi a's campus,
some students are finding that
keeping up just may help them
save more money in the long
run.
Photography is one of the
more expensive · majors at
Columbia, but students are now
benefiting from access to ·latest
versions of printers and computers that in some ways are taking
the p lace of the darkroom.
Students like Ashleigh Brickley,
a senior photography major,
spends an additional $500 on supplies on top of the near $8,000 in
tuition she pays each semester and
classroom fees that can be up to
$125 per class.
Similar to · Brickley, sophomore Kristyna Archer is also
spending a little over $500 a
semester to keep up with her
class photography projects.
" I spend $100 per month pn
pap·e r or $400 on paper for black
and white film," Archer said.
With digital technology slow~
ly taking over the photography
world, Brickley and Archer are
able to save money by tapping
into the popular new technogly

and tossing aside the ir 35 mm
film cameras.
According to Peter LeGrand,
a professor in the Photography
Department, students can save
close to $1 ,000 a semester now
by switching over to a digital
camera for his classes that shoot
mostly portrait photography.
" If they are working with digital cameras, which a ·majority
of them.do, a stack of blank CDs
thai you could pick up at
Walgreens, a stack of 50 would
cost you about I 0 bucks and that
could be sufficient for the entire
semester," he said.
Rachael StrecherjThe Chronicle
By allowing students to sub- Students observe their film negative contact sheets in the dark room on the 10th floor of the Alexandroff .
mit their work as a multimedia Campus Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave, on Ocl 4 to decide which photos they should develop.
slideshow as opposed to physiadditional money in order to time developing his photos.
era could cost anywhere from
cal prints, they· save money by
keep up with the advancements
Archer still shoots with a tra- $1,200 to $1 ,500, and although
not having to process and print
in technology on new cameras ditional camera, but plans on It IS a large expense for students,
out their film to present to the
or computers.
saving up for a digital camera they Will benefit from the
class, LeGrand said.
"What they save in film they · bought off eBay or other dis- advantages a digital camera can
LeGrand estimates that pro- ·
will still have to update their count websites. .
_
. .
g1;.e ~hem.
., .
.
cessing fees for a good roll of $8
cameras every two to three
"The industry IS gomg to dig1~~
It s faster and It s ~:"medi a te
film are ciose to $40 to $50 a
years," Frederking said.
because it 's more efficient,
feedb?.ck for students, LeG rand
week for students. ·He sees the
Despite the recent influx of Archer said. "I love film and want sa1d. The quality IS absolutely
switch over to digital cameras as
digital media for photography to stay with film, but my compet1- superb as good as what you get
overall beneficial for students.
from , fi lm for t~~. most part.
majors, students like Brandon tion will have a digital camera." ,
according
to
However,
Song, a 21-year-old senior, still
Frederking, who was last year s What s not to hke : _ _
.
William Frederking, also a phoplan on sticking to film camera. acting chair for the Photography
And a ltho ugh digital 1magmg
tography professor, although
Yet still bene fi ts from these Department, said as digital photog- lab coo rdmator Tammy Mercure
digital photography is taking
developments by being able to raphy takes over in the commercial agrees that di gital photography
over, students won'tsave money
print digitally.
industry, he can almost see a day I S takmg over more o f the comby switching to a digital camera
By having acess to advanced when Columbia will have _to merc1al mdustry, she sa1d film
because of the money they will
printers Song saves money and require students to own a digital cameras will always be part of
have to spend on expensive
time by scanning his negatives . camera.
shooting fine art photography.
printing papers and ink.
into the computer instead of havAccording to LeGrand, an
Students w ill also have to spend
IT
d a bl e, qua l'ty
;'zimmerman@chronic/emai/. com
ing to process h is film an d spend auor
1 di"gl' tal
_ Cam-
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Students question new Columbia major
By Brent Steven White
Assistant A&E Editor

As the video game market
grows and gains popularity with
rapid technolog ical advancements, Columbia is doing its
best to keep up with the trend.
Last spring, the co ll ege
changed the Interactive Arts and
Media Department by addin g a
major in game design , with conce ntrations in game development , animation, programming
and sound design .
Co lle ge offi cials, including

Doreen Bartoni, dean of the
School of Media Arts believe
the major is going well.
"The enrollment has exceeded
our expectations," Bartoni said .
"I had projected 40 students the
first year, and this year we have
73. I think it's doing quite well."
But Kent Mages, a student
who took severa l classes in the
game design major last spring,
decided not to enroll this fall ,
citing disappointment with the
major.
"You don't take a medical student and teach them how to do

open heart surgery their first
semester," sa id Mages who
dropped out before his junior
year. "The program is too dense.
It ' s more academic and not
hands-on enough. They' re starting I 0 steps ahead and need to
restructure it."

However, Annette Barbier,
chair of the Interactive Arts and
Media Department, defended the
new program and said a lot of
pla!Uling went into the structure
of Columbia's new maj or and
that it focuses on the broader picture of the gaming industry.

A father and son, that consider themselves a 'video game team,' pratice playirig the pcpular game 'Halo'
at their home. ·
•

got something to sell?
get classified's.
Columbia Chronicle has ill on classified servite to help you make a lillie extro
money when you ton'! get a hold of your parents.

www.columbiochronicleclassifieds.com

"[Mages] is certainly entitled
to his opinion," Barbier said. "I
would say it's probably not
entirely hands-on, and if somebody wants a more technical
approach, a kind of DeVry
Institute approach or something
that's entirely practical and not
theoretical, there are other programs out there."
· Both Barbier and Bartoni said
the'y haven't been approached
by students concerned about the
new program.
Neither could provide an
exact number of how many students dropped or transferred out
of the major, but agreed 73
game design majors are currently enrolled.
Sophomore Tim Lyons is
enrolled in · the program, and
said he's just as disappointed as
Mages.
·
"I don't think they have the
kinks worked out yet," Lyons
said. "They should have thought
[the new major] out before studen ts s tarted spending money
on the program."
Both Lyons and Mages said
the new major lacks direction
and the classes haven' t fulfilled
their expectations.
"At a lot of other schools, studen t~ are making games the first
year," Mages said. "We weren't
even working on 20 stuff."
But not all game design
majors fee l Columbia's program
is inadequate.
Sophomore game 'design major
Barry Burce said that while the
program is constantly evolving,
he finds the new major informative and engaging.
"The environment in the
classes is really creative," Burce
said. "It 's really creatively diverse

and challenging. You got to learn
how to write, draw and program."
Burce said the teachers are
knowledgeable and easy to
approach, but he 's also · who
noticed a few unhappy Sll.\dents
have dropped the major.
Because the video game
industry is constantly evolving
and a difficult field .to break
into, some within the field feel
actual experience comes before
getting a degree. .
Marii!a Ong, a producer at
Total Immerision Software, Inc.,
which constructs military training simulations, said while education is .important, experience is
what her company looks for
when considering prospective
employee.
" I was in the business for a
long time before schools had
these game design programs,"
Ong said. " It 's more about
learning how to think logically,
having experience and learning
how to work as a team, rather
than learning X and using X fi ve
years from now."
Still, Walle Roberts, a Columbia
professor who teaches classes in
the new major, said the new program offers a " fair balance of
academics and programming,"
and that students benefit from
classes.
"I think it's focused and it's
comprehensive," Rob ~rts said.
"The. program works . Some
schools' focus -is strictly programming· games, whereas we
offor a broad program. A lot of
pla!Uling went into it."
In June 2005, th.e school
rece ived a grant ' for the game
design major from the United
See Video Game, Page 10

U.S. Cellular® gets me... so I can always get the score.

PASSION- RENEGADES CROSS COUNTRY
The Renegades Cross Country team meets
Monday-Saturday at 6:30 AM to run. Yes,
6:30 AMI If you would like to Join them for a run,
they meet at Congress and Wabash. The Cross
Country team Is very well organized and Is
Inclusive to all types of runners. The president
ofthe Cross Country team Is Shareen Chehade.
If you have any questions then please contact
the Cross Country team by visiting their webpage through the Columbia Athletic's website.

http:/I ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU
'(::( CURRINT SPORTS
Bateball· Cycllnc • Soccer· WrettllnC
Crosa Country- Clpoelra • Men'• Lacroue

ANNOUNCMENTS

C

ti CUIIINT IPORTI INTIRIITI
Tennla • Faat.Pitch Softball·18• Softball
Volleyball · Women'• Baaketball· Kickball
Flac Football · Raquetball· Women'• Lacroue
Ultimate Frltbtt · Swimming · Dance • Dlvlna
ChterltadlnC • RuCby • Palntball · Gymn..tlca
Water Polo

o • n

o ,...,

Men'• Buketball

cro,s Cour11r1 nwcts <It 30W burldrng.
on the corner nt W,lbilsh and Congre>s
Mond,l y-S.oturday dt 6 30 i.l.m to run.

0

v.

•

Open pr,1Ctrces .Ire held every
Tur sd,l~ at 5.00PM 111 Gr.Jrrt Pilrk
(Columbus & 8.1lbor

tfmNat AND INTRAMUIW.I
Free fttnelldallel for Columbia atudenll held at the

mn. center looclted at ROOIMit Un!Mty •

Marvin Moel Center at 425 S. Wlbelh. 4th Floor.

.,.... Every Wedntldey In September 4:30-6:30pm
Thurtdays ~:30pm
*CMIIo KlckHx· Thurtdays 6:30-7:00pm
*Aiklcloo Thurtday &8pm &Saturday~
*YIIpM Yop ·Thlllla 4
Cl.- will be
hekl Mry Wedntldey between October 4th and
October 25th.

•u.

••rtes.

A
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ft :_

Interested rn Swrmmrng? Come to
1104 S Wabash rn tile Con<~wa y Center
011 Tl•ursd<ry. October 12th and Frrda\ .
October 13th .lt 5.00 p m

,.. H ft

•.

"

'l

8

~

Ml'n 5 LlCr05Se meets every Frrd<ty 111
Gr,lllt P,nk (Balbo & Congrnss! .tt
3 00 p rn If you me mtercstcd til en
srrnply show up'

.8

•

'

••

There Will be "" mform<1t1on m cctmg
lot ,myone mteresteclrr1 volleyball on
Thursday October 12th. i'lt 6 30. 111 the
Con<~wny Center <It 1104 S. Wabash'

c A ••

-~~

~:_

Cheerleadtng has tts first offtcral
practrce/try out on Monday October 16,
from 6 .15 - 7 4 5. P.M Thrs is open to
both women and men.

II 8 •

~ -

If you ..rre rntcrcsled '" Gyrnnastrcs. they
ilJvt' i)rdtliCCS EVERY Frrday from 3 5 ~111 at
tile Ron'iel•,lt G;m located ,11 425 S
\\ ,il).ISil 4th floor

!! f
- ~
Cnpoetra IS a 8raz11tan Dance, Marital
Art They h,!Ve pract1ccs on Tuesday
and Fnday from 5 -7pm at Roosevelt 's
Gym

ContHt the Renelldn • U04 I. W•HIII Lower Level Offtoe A • W-M4-8117 • ATHLETICS@COLUM.EDU

~ US. Cellular
We connect with you:

getusc.com
1-888-buy-uscc
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The world continues to wait
In support of World Can~
protest, dozens of students
walked out of classes on Oct. 5.
A /though the turn-out wasn 't
what the anti-Bush organization
had anticipated, close to 600
civilans still showed up at
Chicago :v Federal Plaza to
show their support, according to
a spokesperson fro m World
Can't Wait.
Columbia students marched
along Wabash Avenue at the
beginning of the protest and
invited other city college students and workers in the Loop
to join in the march.
Wait:~

•••

Supporters gathered at Grant
Park before continuing the
march to the Plaza, where they
fi led into an area located at the
corner of Columbus Drive and
Jackson Avenue to hear readings, poetry and sp eeches by fellow anti-Bush members.
Students were met with
applause and cheers when they
arrived at Gran{ Park before •
moving to their final destination
at the Plaza.
A barricade ofP.Olice officers
surrounded the protest that
diminshed slowly after fou r p .m.

Columbia Colle e.Chicago

L

eps getting better!

Special Performance
virtuoso saxophonist
ldit Shner
llltrl llftrmatlu Clntact recrdlllg~olum.edu

C:{JLUM~A COLU::6E RECYCLING- PROGRAM

Israeli virtuoso ldit Shner will perform five exciting works for
saxophone and electronics including "Triptych" by Columbia faculty
composer Timothy Dwight Edwards. This piece extends the sound
palette of the saxophone by using computer-manipulated samples of
saxophone sounds.

Columbia~
C OLL!Q E

CH I CA80

dcoo
.__.,...,......,...,_.

Saxophone demonstration
Thursday, October 12, 4:30-5:15
Music Center, room 205

Recital
Friday, October 13, 4:30 pm
Music Center Concert Hall
1014 S. Michigan Ave. First Floor

I
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Statistics:
South Loop crime

continues to drop
Continued from Front Page
not Wlcomrnon," Meegan said.
The number of drug law violations in Columbia's residence
centers also included students
from all schools. In 2003, three
Columbia students committed a
drug law violation in the only
dorm at that time, located at131
S. Plymouth Ct. In 2004, the
total number of" violations in all
of Columbia 's shared dorms
increased to 18. By 2005, the
figure jumped to 91 \'iolations.
However, the total uumber of
Columbia students who were
reported to have committed that
violation in 2005 came to 14.
While liquor and dr:ug law
violation statis tics appear to
have jumped over the past few

9
years, Kelly said that when he
compared the current school
year to this time last year, the
number of drug and liquor violations in the dorms moderately
dropped.
" We' re just far better at
attendir.g to these issues and
addressing and documenting
them," Kelly said .
While some numbers have
gone up, other crimes committed on campus property or
inside Columbia's buildings fell
from 2003 to 2005.
TI1e number of non-forcible
burglaries . numbered five in
2005 , down from 31 in 2004 and
32 in 2003 .
Kelly said he was impressed
with those statistics, especially
since it is an urban campus.

even surrounding the campus,
it's pretty amazing," Kelly said.
However, the South Loop,
which qualifies as the city's first
pol ice district, had the second
highest number of thefts in the city
in 2005, accordbg to the Chicago
Police
Department's
Crime

" Here we are, an urban cam-

Statistics. The number of crimes
committed -fell from 2004, including aggravated assault, burglary
and theft while others, like criminal sexual assault, increased.
The numbe r of different crimes

pus, and you can't get more
urban than Columbia, and that
we have such an incredibly. low
incident [rate] of any sort of
serious crime on the campus, or

"Obviously there are
increases with the drug
and alcohol violations,
but when you consider
the size of the populatinn
we gained ... that's not
uncommon."
-Martha Meegan,
Director of Campus Safety
and Security

occurring in the South Loop has
begun to drop, according to 2006
statistics.
Frank Carney, a senior radio
major, said he feel s perfectly
safe on campus; however, he
attributes that to a number of
reasons such as being an o lde r
student a:1d a commuter.
" I' m only here to do what I
have to do, and then I leave,"
Carney said.
And while he has taken day and
night classes, he said he has never
seen any crime or violation occur.
Meegan said students who
drink in the donns don't only
hun themselves. Probl ems can
begin when students who are
under the innuePce leave the ir
residences and cause connicts
with other South Loop residents
or property.
" It 's a sad renection of our
society today," Meegan said. " I
would love to see Columbia tum
the tide around on this and really make a stateme nt of how it's

not in the best interest of any body pursuing a career in the
media or the ans to rely on
(drugs and alcohol] as a means
of gaining more creativity or
even relying on th is to case tens ion and pressure ."
And though Columbia's security
guards posted near the entry of
each building do carry handcuffs
and can detain people, they should
not be thought of as law enforcement, Meegan said.
"The fact of the matter is, the
CPD comes with the paddy wagons," she said.
If any stude nt becomes a victim or witness to a crim e, he
s hould contact the C hicago
Police Department and the
Office of Campus Safety and
Security, Meegan said.
In the three years the statistics
cover, there has never been a
reported incident on Columbi a's
rented or non-campus property.
amaurer@chroniclemail.com

Festival:
Professors look·
forward to sharing
knowledge
Continued from Front Page
impulses and processes and procedures that are being put into
place all around the world to
make peace at least a possibility," Kuntz said.
He said s ince there is a tendency to look to major universities in the city for intellectual
developments, some colleges,
like Columbia, may n y under
the radar. However, he believes
the city can learn a great deal
from the instit•1tion.
The college's choice to beg in
participating was an easy one,
according to Micki Leventhal,
Columbia's director of Media
Relations.
" I thought the fe stival wou ld
be a good opportunity to showcase Columbia as a major cu ltural institution and get some of
our faculty involved in doing
presentat ions for the fe stival,"
Leventhal said.
Six of Columbia's faculty members, including Stephen Asma of
the Liberal Education Department,
will participate in events during
the ftrst weekend in November.
Asma said he's honored to participate in "The Search for Internal
and External Peace," as a scholar
of Buddhism who formerly lived
in Cambodia.
The panel plans to discuss
how the peaceful lives of
· Buddhists hav~ been impacted
by war and although it is scheduled for a Saturday, Asma said it
would be nice if students would
take advantage of the events .
"It's definitely designed to
have students come to . it, but
there's also a larger community
ofth~ city that is really interest-

Stephen AsrT)a, a faulty member in the Liberal Education Department, stands with Cambodian students in front of the Buddhist Institute in
cambodia. Asma said his knowledge and experience from living in Cambodia should offer a different perspective during his programs.

ed in cultural affairs and the
humanities," he said.
KWitz said the festival can reach
a greater anwiUII of young adults
by holding a number of events at
the college, and it will be their
interest. and pass ion that' keeps the
festival alive in the fultlre. '"We need t!lis festival to be
slowly transferred to the .next
generation," Kuntz said . " We
know that in order to do that,
we' re going to have to come up
with different kinds of presenters (and] different kinds of presentations that s peak to the
interests and needs of a younger

audience."
Kaisha AI-Amin, a junior fiction writing major, said she isn 'I

~ Alpi-tlllloo•otW.In New

,,

Medii IIIII BectlonlcGimel

familiar with the C hicago
Humanities Festival, and if s he
were to attend, it would greatly
depend 'o n her schedule and the
programs ' topics .
However, she n:ight be more
inclined to go if this year 's
theme were diffe rent.
"For me [the topics of war and
peace are] getting kind of tired
because you hear about [them]
all the time," AI-Amin said.
Brendan Riley, a faculty
member
in
the
English
Department, will a lso partic ipate in a panel disc ussion t itled
"Cyberconnict : Representations
of War in New Media and
Electronic Games."
· Riley said his panel will present

a different perspective on video
games than how they are portrayed
in the media and the government.
Others ag ree that stude nts
could be nefit from attending the
C hicago Humanities Festival
programs.
" This external e ngage me nt
helps to broaden Columbia students' understanding of life, an
a nd scholarship, deepe.1ing their
creative produc t," Leventhal
said. "Engag ing with the amazing learning expe riences avai la ble in C hicago is food for
thought and food for art."
Columbia 's s ix faculty members will participate in a total of
four events held throughout the
city, including the college .

Schedule of Columbia Faculty Events
at the Chicago Humanities Festival
The Seln:tl for lnllamalllld E'xllmll Peace
Teaching a CUIIure o1 Peace and Justice
What A discussion of Buddhist philosophies
· -and how they exist llesplte political issues.

What A discussion on ~e challenges of
teaching peacemaking and human rights.

Who: Stephen Asma; taculty member in the
Uberal Education Department; Ven. Kompha
Seth, ordained Buddhist monk; ani! Judy
Ledgerwood, anthropology professor at
Northern Illinois University.

Who: Louis Silverstein and Shayna Plaut, faculty members In the Uberal Education
Department; and Kathy Kelly, a peace activist

Wilen: Sat, Nov. 4, 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Where: Claudia cassidy Theater, 'Chicago
Cultural Center, 78 E. Washir.gton St

~ Felpson Hall in the Aleundroff

CIIIIJPI'S Center, .600 S; Mldli&an Ave.

Additiona l e vents will be held
in Columbia 's Ferguson Hall, in
the
Alexand ro ff
Cam pus
Building , 600 S. Michigan Ave.;
howeve r, they have been scheduled to take place on the weekeqd, which s hould not interfe re
with !he schedules o f students,
faculty and staff.
A lthough the festi va l does not
begin until the e nd of October,
ticke ts have been on sale for a
month and several program s
have already sold out. Tickets to
any events for s tudents and profe ssors are free; however, those
interested in attending a sess ion
mus\ make reservations.
amaurer@chronic/emai/.com

Dr. Fiankensteln's Footsteps
What: A discussion about irresponsible scientists, and how current technology is abused.
Who: Dan Oinello, faculty member in the Film
and Video Department
When: Sat, Nov. 4, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.

When: Sat, Nov. 4, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Where: Rubloft Auditorium, Loyola University,
25 E. Pearson St

I
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posed the idea to Bartoni. Along
with some other faculty, Bartcni
consulted the International
Game Developers Association,
other schools.
" Other schools concentrate on who suggested a model for the
new program.
m~dia and design, but we conTogether, the school and the
fmnt all ihe issues of making
games," Brzezinski said. "We assoc iation looked at the job
de allow students to pick their descriptions' of employers in
the gaming industry, and used
a~ea of concentration, so if they
want programming, they can do that as the framework in providing stu~hat."
·
"It 's more about learning d e nts with
Brzezins ki
proper
said
abou t how to think logically, hav- the
and
I 00 students, ing experience and learning sk ill s
knowledge to
including 61
how to work as a team,"
best prepare
freshman,
are major:ng -Marisa Ong, producer at them for jobs
in DePaul's Total Immersion Software, in the fi eld,
Barbier sa id.
C omput e r
Inc., about experience in
S t i I I ,
G a m e s
the
gamming
field
Mages sa id
Development
the program
program ..
The major is ihree years old, and "is more focused on making stuass ists its students with bui !ding dents aware of the industry,
strong portfolios, Brezinski rather than getting them
said.
involved with making games."
But
Barbier
believes
Barbier sa id Co lumbia got the
idea for the game design major Columbia's game des ign major
about three years ago when gives s tudents a bigger-picture
President Warrick L. Carter pro- approach to both making games

and the gaming industry.
" What we're trying to do is
encourage our. students to take a
thoughtful approach to ihe pro duction of games and to have a
broad perspective ·on media,"
Barbier said. " That way, games

are seen as part of a range of
media practices. Maybe that's
academic, but this is an · academic institution."

Walker, a junior music business
major, said the rally is not a political movement for Democrats or
Republicans, but a way to bring
both parties together to voice their
thoughts.
"This is not a secular movement," he said.." We are trying to
change the political atmosphere."
Despite Walker claiming it
was a non-partisan rally,
Republican
student
Marty
Abezetian , a senior. mus ic business major, was eventually qui-

eted by other protesters outside
of
the
Wabash
Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,
while speaking out about his
support of President Bus h and
the government.
Freshman Aaron
Colantti
claimed Abezetian was interfering
with their attempts to "rally people
together" by voicing his support.
"Democracy lets people protest,"
Abezetian said. " Everyone should
be happy that you have the ability
to do this."

Students' posters and thoughts
all focused on the recently passed
Military Commissions Act that
·would allow new interrogation
tactics against enem ies of war.
Some students compared the act
to " Naz i tactics" and Hitler's
anti-Semitic war policies ·during
World War II.
However, Walker said that
although they do want Bush out of
office, the main goal of the protest
is to "change th ~ political mood in
the country and get more people
involved."
" We are showing off strength on
universities," Walker said. " We
want to be a symbol of young stu- ·
dents who are opposed to this stuff
and that we are will ing to sacrifice
(attending class]."
Margaret Brady, 50, walked
along side Columbia students during th~ tirst march down Wabash
Avenue. Brady believes that having younger voices at the rally is
the secret to being heard.
" This is the heart, that's the
secret," Brady said. " lf we don't
have you young guys we aren't
going to affect anyone."
Wi th more th~n 600 people
remaining ~ t the final rally at
Fede~al Plaza, the cverall support
of havi,g a younger crowd was
felt among protestors.
"These are the people getting
hurt l:iy. what's going on," said
C harles Hendricks, 73. " (don't
want my grandkids to live under
these conditions."

DePaul 's

Computer

Games

Development program is both
Video Games: comprehensive
and a step above

Colmnbia takes
'broad perspective
on media'
Continued from Page 6
rece ived a grant fo r th z game
design major from ~he Un ited
States Department vf Defense
for $859,399, according to
Charles Castle, assisiant to the
dean in the School of Media
Arts.
Several other higher education
institut ions in Chicago offer video
game majors, including DePaul
University, which offers a B.S. in
Computer Garnes Deve lopment,
Northwestern Un iversity, which
offers a Cet1ificate in Game
Animation and the Illinois Institute
of Art, which offers a B.F.A. in
Game Art and Design.
Jack Brzezinski, a professor
in DePaul's Computer Science
Department, sai d he thinks

Protest:
Students protest
despite city snag
Continued from Front Page
Moving from Grant Park to
Federal Plaza, the march was cut
st.ort two days after the city denied
protestors !heir original r0ute that
would have been from Michigan
Avenue to Canal Street ar.d up

Wacker Drive, according to
Columbia's World Can't Wait
Thomas
Walker.
Organizer,
Participants instead had to walk
down Jackson Avenue and end the
final rally at Federal Plaza.
Although the crowd seemed to
be small in size, World Can't Wait
reported that over 2,000 people
marched to participate in the last
part vf the rally at the plaza that
included guest speakers including
Alderr.tan Ricardo Munoz and former war veterans.

Freshman Aaron Colantti:r:ght, and senior music business major Marty Abezetian, left, argue about U.S. policies outside of the Wabash
campus Bu ilding, 623 S. Wabash Ave., e n Oct. 5.

Alcohol:
C0 11ege approaches
. lin 'th
disClp e WI
UllUSua1fiethods
Continued from Page 3
The show was Molholt's penalty
for getting caught drinking at a
similar party in I.is room at the 18
E. Congress Parkway building last
year. A few days later, at the judicial hearing with Columbia, he was
asked to choose his consequence
and was surprised at .the enthusiasm his sock puppet idea received.
" Best punishment ever,"
Molholt sa id . " I thought it was
really ridiculou s, but they were
a ll for it.'"
Ann Almasi , C olumbia's
coordinator of Residence Life
Adjudication, sa id that she's

interested in helping s tudents
better re flect on the choices they
make . S he does so by meeting
w ith policy violators to discuss
the situatio n and find the appropriate puni shment, often called
" learn ing activities."
"There's no one stamp sanctio n for everyone," Almasi said.
" We try to personalize it to the
student. We try to take an ed ucatior.al approach, and genera lly it
usually works."
But acccrding to the ann·ual
Crime Stati s tics Orochure,
released by the ,,ffice of
Co!umbia Safety a;1d Security,
on-campus a lcohol vio latio ns
have risen I ,000 percent in the
l a~ t two years. Mark K ~ ll y, vice
pres ide:~! of Stud ent Affairs,
sa.id the . numbers are misleading, and attributed the ri~e to an
increase ·o f s tudents on campus
due to the opening of. the
University Center of Chicago,

525 S . State St. and the 2 E. 8th
St. bui lding in 2004, and more
accurate reporting and documentation of violations .
" We' re doing better than we
ever have at monitoring student
behavior and responding," Kelly
said. "We' re being more vigilant
than ever to set a tone that we're
serious."

"Best punishment ever. I
thought it was really
ridiculous, but they were
all for it."
-Andy Molilolt,
former Columbia student,
after adntinisfration approv~d
his puppct-~how penal:y
·s ome
adjustments ·
to
Columbia's appronr.h to alcohol
discipline include a new onliroe
PowerPoint presen~tion aimed at

educating students and two 21 and-older floors in the University
Center. This is the first year that
Columbia has integrated these
floors, a move Columbia's director
of Residence Life, Mary Oakes,
said was made only because
DePaul University was already
doing it in that building.
Other colleges in the area have
much stricter policies than
Columbia.
At
Roosevelt
University, students are given a
semester of probation if caught
violating the alcohol policy. If
caught agl,in, they are removed
from Clmpus h<,~sing.
Loyola's standa , J sll!lction for a
first-time violator is a $50 fine, 10
hours of community service and
the attendance of hll on tin~ aware~
ness cours~, lecrui-e, or .interventior.. As ."the number of off:nses
increases, 'so do the fmes and communitY service hours.
But Columbia's philosophy

b white@chroniclemail. com

jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com .
differs.
" Black-and-white sanctions are
not about learning, but enforcing
college laws," Kelly said. "That's
why we don't have zero tolerance, because it doesn 't provide a
learning experience."
And so the creative parenting
continues.
During the second week of
school, Claire Frahm, a freshman
musica l theater performance
major, was drinking at a party on
one of the 21-and-older fl oors
when it was busted. As punishment, she had to make an educational flyer about drinking and the
dangers of datC··rape drugs. She
was told that if it looked "really
spiffy," it wculd be posted around
the University Center.
" It seemed like a joke," Frahm
Shid. " I d?n'! think .it will stop me
from drinking."

syacclno@chroniclemail. com
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Apple Store - Columbia College
Take advantage of your Apple education discounts.

M_
e et the new and improved iPod family.
Fall Store Hours
Monday 10:00 am - 6:00pm
Tuesday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Wednesday 1:OOpm - 6:00pm
Thursday 2:00pm - 6:00pm
Friday 10:00 am - 6:00pm

Suite 224
33 East Congres,s Parkway
(312)-344-8622
applestore@colum.edu

iPod Nano starting at $149.00

iPod 30GB $249.00
iPod 80GB $34,9.00

iPod shuffle
$79.00

.I
For every $1 00 purchase, you can
enter to win an iPod speaker system.
(expires November 15th)
free $15 iTunes Gift Card
with purchase of this iPod
Applies t o campus store
purchases only

Columbia~
COllEGE

CHICAGO

Au_thorized Campus Store

Young, Energetic. Curator (part-time) to develop photography show in Chicago. Must have knowledge of
modem art or photography. Must also be willing to catalog photog"llphy and create three lookbooks. 847-3280142 Contact Sonat or Charlotte

2 bedroom. 2 bathroom condo to let at 1600 s. indiana.
17t h floor. new. all appliances, washer/dryer, balcony facmg ndvy pier. handicapped accessible shower. parking
spacr av,\dable. eilevin@Jrl-ent.com

Become stronger. 5marter and more prepared to
fate any challenge. W1th over I ~0 caree~s lo
choose hom. theArmy IS your chan: c to make a
rlilference in ynur life anrl in the future vf your
countrJ. rind out how you can betcme ~"Army Of
One at GOARMY.COM N call l -800-llSf. ARMY.

Visit or call an Army
recruiter today to .
find out about
Tuition Assistance
and Reimbursement

got something to sell?
get classified's.

Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226 Chicago, ll
When: Cal! or visit your Army recruiter today
Who: Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Villa lobos (312) 202-0430

(tl.ol;t<no;doW. .... clmif.j _ _ ..,,.. ............

_ ..... ,.. ........

lltld~""-

www.columbiochronidedauifil!'d1i.COm

Last Chance

Voters' Registration
Tuesday,October10,2006
10:30 am-2:00pm
Hokin Annex
Idea Cafe
Music and Special Guests
12:00 pm-1 :00 pm

L__

(Bring two !D's: One picture ID and one other ID- can be a current bill with

-

-

your name and address on it- lease, school ID are OK)

Coupons and refreshments donated by Pizza-Ria

An Arts and Entertainment Supplement of the Columbia Chronicle
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tionary that might have
been employed within.
' And on that stationary,
something grand and
exclusive, for which my
presence was only just
barely warranted, but still
sincerely requested. A letter filled with elegant
script and formal titles.
Unfortunately, it was all
some marketing ploy to
get me to not throw away
the envelope, to OIJ!!n the
damn thing and then, hey,
maybe I' ll drop out of
Dear Howard Orloff Volvo,
college and buy a Land
Rover instead.
Jaguar and Land Rover,
Since when did snail
I got your letter the other day. You mail spam become so deceptive? I
know the one: really nice envelope, read mean, I'm used to it in e-mail, where,
'You have been invited to attend a spe- out of the I0 sexual propositions I
receive each day, only live of them are
cial event" on the back side.
Man, was I ever excited. I'd just come legit. But I guess I s imply wasn 't prein after a long day of work, and one of pared for it to translate into real life.
More importantly though, I'm rather
my roommates had left it in my room . I
think there was a bank statement too, curious how you got my address. When
and those were my only pieces of mail. I dealt with your service department a
Obviously, I was more interested in your couple weeks ago, I just needed to get a
letter. A special event? Me? The possi- new key for my beloved ' 88 Volv' , and
bilities were innumerable. I was already I must say, I was impressed with the
making plans to get my best suit dry- speed with which you attended to my
cleaned, imagining all the line young request.
broads who are paid to attend black tie
I had all these delusions going in that
galas and flirt with me. Goddamn, was I I'd have to wait for weeks on end for a
ever pissed to see that Land Rover logo key to arrive from Volvo Corporate out
in the comer.
in Sweden, where they probably keep a
Special event, huh? Since when did a copy of every key ever made locked up
big ol' Land Rover sale qualifY as a spe- in some safe, categorized by year and
cial event? But moreover, why such a maybe by original owner. I know tliat
shameless facade? I don 't even have a wouldn't make any sense, but it was my
word in my vocabulary for the color of · fantasy, damn it.
the envelope- but I know it must have
Anyway, I was pleasantly surprised
been an expensive-sounding off-white, that it only took about I Qminutes to cut
like 'bone' or 'slate.' With an envelope the key, and all you needed was my reglike that, one could only imagine the sta- istration. Great, but now that I know

you only took down my address so you
could send me some cleverly disguised
trash, I'm a little less impressed.
IIi fact, I'm a rather upset that your
service--for a lifetime Volvo-lover at
that---<ame with such malicious attachments. All you had to do was get my
Vehicle Identification Number, type it in
to some database, and then cut the key
the right way. I'm afraid I don't understand how that gives you license to
throw me on some stupid mailing list.
The worst part is that, with a little
common sense, you probably could
have ruled me out as a likely candidate
to buy your stupid SUV. I'm 20 years
old. You mighfnot have known that, but.
here is what you do know : I came in to
the service department and requested
one single key to a 1988 Volvo 240 DL.
I' m driving an 18-year-old car, and
when I lost all the keys, I couldn't afford
to get more than one key cut for it. Am I
really your target demographic? Do
people often lose their keys and sa;r,
" Well , r ve been saving money for years
now while I drove the car my dad gave
me; time to buy that Range Rover I've ·
had my eye on." I think not.
Listen, I'm not going to buy a Land
Rover, I' II tell you that right now. But
it's not because of how I feel about
SUV's-1 hate them-{)f the fact that
my old car works perfectly fine--which
is only half true. It's because I think yau
guys are idiots, and I despise your business practices. I was convinced that
there was some sort of r:.cit agreement
that spam was best left on the Internet,
but it turns out I was wrong.
· So here's my special little invitation
for you to remove me from your mailing
lists; you might save some serious cash
on all that fancy stationary.

mbyrne@chronic/email.com

And here we go again. George Michael has offi-

~ially become one of the world's biggest jackassis finally over. After a
few months of ·lonely
nights, hot flashes and
creepy, longing looks at
every boy that walked
by me, I finall y got
som~ . Amen.
It wa~ good, and it
wasn '; w ith some rando:n dude.
In fact, it's a guy I' ve
knovm for awh ile, but
nothing happened until
recently.
Lately I haven 'I been
looking for a boyfriend
oc a guy to like because
I' m far too busy and
h'ippy being single. I' ve
just ken looking for a fun, attractive
guy to ge; the job done. And I found
him. But the thing is, I think I like him
too. That wasn' t something I was looking for; I was more concerned.with the
physical aspect than the emotional.
Th is somewhat backward chain of
events is completely new compared to
my younger days; aren' t I supposed to
like a guy and then decide if I want
him to touch me?
I was talking to a friend about this
awhile ago who felt the same way. She
recently started shacking up with this
hot guy, and not on ly is she attracted to
him, shl! actually likes him. It has
thrown us both for a loop; we' re busy
girls that have been enj oying the single

Lost and found
This past week, I lost a number of
things. First, I lost my insanity as the
we~k seemed to slowly dwindle down
to the painful task of putting The
Chronicle together for about 13 hours
on Friday. Then at the end of the
never-ending day, I lost my phone. All
my numbers, my one source of contact
to the outs id~ world- a ll gone. This is
the third time it's happ~ ned though, so
I wasn' t to.o....lXlncerned. But then,
Saturday morning I woke up and discovered that my nose ring had fallen
out during my preciou~ sleepy-time,
and I couldn 'i lind it. It felt like my life
was in shambles 4nd there wasn' t
much I cou!d do about it.
That all changed by the end of the
weekend, though, because my drought

life, and now we have these guys in
our lives to add to the mix. Neither of
us knows when this change took place,
but I have a feeling that the saying
really is true: Sex does change everything.
Before I lost my virginity I didn 't
want a guy to come near me until I
knew something was happening .
between us, and now I'm ok~.y with
the concept of one-night stands and am
surpriseJ if it has potential to be more
than thar. In fact, I used to be happy
when I siarted liking a guy because it
meant I could be in a relationshi;:> with
him, and now it just causes a dilemma- ( can 't decide if I really want to
get involved with something or if I
even have time for it. · ·
I hear horror stories about the stupid
lights my tied-down friends get into
with their significant others, and nof
only does it remind me of every
boyfriend woe I've had in the past, but
it makes me never want to get involved
·
again
I do admit, though, · that ,it is nice
having a warm body to cuddle and
laugh with on a lazy Sunday morning.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. Right
now I'm still single, having good sex
and a crush on a cute guy I feel comfortable around. It's like the best of
both worlds, and it doesn't get much
better than that. And as of right now,
I've got nothing to lose.

tbreyne@chronic/email.com

~ w.~~!'..~~~~ 2-L~.<?.!!E~;~. ~
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@~hronlclemall.com • (312) 344·8969
Mary Kroeck- mkroeck@chronlclemall.com • (312) 344-8971
Michael Claire - mclalre@chronlclemall.com • (312) 344-8982
Brent White - bwhlte@chronlclemall.com -' (312) 344·8970

RaHngs Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
use this handy
chart to find out.

es-for the second time. Not even a year ago he
spent a week in the Jackass Hall of Fame after cops
found him passed O\lt behin<;l the . wl;leel:.of A~ n
parked car in February, charged him with possession of drugs and discovered an array of sex toys in
the backseat.
This time, things aren't much different. Michael
was once again discovered sleeping at the wheel,
except he was in the middle of the frick in' road at
a stoplight and apparently under the influence of
drugs or alcohol. It is also reported he had marijuana in the car.
Here are some words of advice to this idiot:
Wake up! With sleeping problems like his, how dil- •
ficult coul:l it possibly be to hire a limo driver, take
a cab or get a designated driver? We imagine
Michael must be leading qcite a lonely, misguided
life if h~ can 't even gather up the money or the
friends to help him out. Maybe he's just a skeevy
stoner who spent -all of ~is cash frot:n his formerly
awesome career on drugs anc!'men.
The Chronicle took '11p the oppcrtunity to chastise the man back in February, but unfortunately an
incident that took place in April managed to fly
under our radar. Micliael was involved in a hit-andrun with three cars one early weekend morning,
though no charges were filed. The fo.rmer Wham!
singer hit one car ancl attempted to drive away only
to smash into ano.ther car, which.in tum hit ~other
one.
So basically, he shouldn't have a license and has
serious issues with drug abuse. According to hispartner', though, be'~ A-OK. He offered up a statement to the public about the incident: "He's fine,
and I've got him a McDonald's." Ha. If that's all it
takes to fix this jackass up, then keep the burgers
coming.

-T. Breyne
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Mark
Byrne

Octobeard: Brent White, The
Chronicle's West Coast native, brought
us an amazing celebration of manhood in
the form of Octobeard. On the last day of
September we all shaved our faces clean,
and won't shave again until November.
It's already pretty trashy. But it's.trashy
in a really masculine, itchy and ridicu- ·
lously awesome sort of way. Get ready
for some mountain-man beards, and feel
free to participate if you' re able.
Mondays: I hate Mondays. For some
reason, through some stroke of idealistic
idiocy, I committed myself to working
my coffee shop job from 5:30a.m. to
9:30 a.m. on Monday. So, every Monday
in my 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. class, once all the
espresso wears off, I take a little involuntary nap. Sorry, teach.
Thesdays: What a great day, if ~nly
because I qon't,have to wake up at 4:30
a.m, like I do on Mondays. God, I hate
Mondays.·
Wednesdays: Wednesdays are stressful,
long and stupid. By the end of the.day,
all I want to do is drink. I'm fairly certain
that, because of Wednescays, my friends
think I'm an alcoholic. I'm not, I swear;
I' ve just had a long three days.

Tiffany
Breyne

Octobeard: (Refer to Mark Byrne's
column for an explanation of this hairy
event.) I' ve always wondered what it
would be like to hang out with mountain men. I guess I'll find out for ihe
next month or so while my co-workers
prove their manliness. Maybe I' ll tum
this month into my own version with
Octopits. Hot.
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays:
At this point in the week, I' ve just
given up on everything productive and
fccus on more important things like
sleep, my thi rstiness and just living life,
dude.
Sufjan Stevens at The Riviera
Theater, Sept. 26: Words can' t really
describe how awesome this man is live.
From his winged back-up band to the
picturesque film s of fluffy clouds and
springtime rolling in the background,
his concert was a smorgasbord of aesthetic beauty. Then the music! HiS' pretty voice over the intense orchestration
is still echoing through my mind like
the sounds of ~:eaven.

'The Wh'ite Album': I just recently
rediscovered this m asterpiece of an
album and don't know how I could
have forgotten about it for so long.
Sam Adam 's Oktoberfest Brew: Better
Unfortunately I'm missin_g the. second
than regular Sam Adams, this beer gets
· CD, so I can c n!y enjoy the first one,
me all jazzed for the coming season. No,
but that's okay, most of my favorites
no, not fall , you loser. Tne drinking seaare on that side. Thank you, Paul, John,
son. Some people know it as school, but I George-my favorite!-and Ringo for
think of it as a build up of stress that ends
being the fan tastic musicians you are.
each weekend at the bOttom of a bottle.
I' m not one to discriminate, but if that
New tattoos: So sweet and well worth
bottle is filled with something-tasty, like
the pain.
this brew, then it's even better.

Octobeard: Hairy faces are the eat's
meow at The Chronicle right now.
Nothing says " I' m a manly man" like
plentiful tufts of facial fur. I' ll just admire
the ruggedly handsome faces around the
office and be perfectly content with the
society's expectation that women keep
things clean shaven.
Sundays: Drinking coffee, eating eggs
and watching " Meet the Press" leads to
an afternoon of watching football and
taking a nap in front of the TV before hit.
ting the books. Every now and then
there's a pint of beer with fi-iends before
dinner. Ah, Sunday, if only the rest of the
week were so blissfu lly peaceful.
Maps: I' ll admit it; I'm a great big loser.
Give me an atlas and I' ll be occupied for
hours, dreaming, imagining. Just looking
at the rivers, mountains and national
parks stirs my dormant wanderlust. I love
geography just about as much as I love
words.
My reclusive neighbors: Other than the
occasion·al sound of a vacuum cleaner, I
have no proof they exist. Two-and-a-half
years and I couldn't identify a single one
of them in a lineup. Witness protection
program? Hideous birthmarks? Social
phobias? Vampires? Seriously. What's
their deal?
Sports movies: Even if they aren't necessarily sad, they-make me cry. The
Sandlot, 61, Remember the Titans.
Breaking Away, Hoop Dreams and The·
Babe are am!mgst my favorites. The ·
struggles, the triumphs, the life lessons, ·I
swear everything about the human condition ~an be expressed thrm•gh sports.

Photographers are singular people, always keeping an eye out no matter what the situatio n is. Shooting for a nev-1spaper,
photographers are given a good amount of mundane ;lSSignments that might be for stories on buildings or-wall art around
the city. The challenge becomes:. how to take an interesting picture of a building. There is no straightforward answer as to
how, but sometimes the interesting picture becomes the scene right behind you. A homeless person holds a sign wh ile a
man waits for the bus to move, with a woman rushing north on State Street. The humdrum ass ignment becomes that much
more interesti;'lg while observing the whole scene.
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Feor Foetor meetsFright Fest
Six Flags' disgusting new challenge for parkgoers
By Kristen Kalter/Staff Writer

This year, Six Flags Great
America challenges guests at its
annua l Fright Fest to consume
Ji ve, hissing, horned and slimy
cockroaches in exchange for
front -of-t he-line passes. For
those who like to go on Batman ,
Superman, Am erican Eagle,

Iron Wolf or any other of the
roller coasters at Great America,
but hate waiting in long lines for
hours, this is the challenge they
will have to face.
The pre-Halloween fest takes
place weekends, from Oct. 7 to
Oct. 29. At a designated area on

Fridays from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
and Saturdays and Sundays
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., Great
America will give guests the
chance to eat one live
Madagascan hissing cockroach
in exchange for four line passes.
The cockroach is two to three

Visitors to Six Flags Great America have the opportunity to eat a Madagascan hissi ng cockroach, like
the one pictures above, to ga in four fron t-of-the-line passes to any rid e in the theme park.

inches long and weighs up to 0.8
ounces.
On Friday the 13th, they will
cook the roaches and hold a
contest to see who can eat the
most in one minute in front of
an audi ence. Jim Taylor, public
relations manager for Six Flags
Great Ameri ca, said Great
America is seeking someone to
try and defeat the world record
of ~ating 36 roaches in one
minute, currently held by Ken
Edwards of England.
Taylor said this is the first
year Great America is offering
the roac h-eati ng contest as part
o f its festival. The Six Flags
near Seattle had this promotion
last year and ran out of cockroaches, Taylor said. This year,
I 3 parks nationwide are taking
part in the promotion.
While some may si mply be
disgusted by eating cockroaches, others take issue with the
ethics.
People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals, for one, opposes the
promotion.
"They don't deserve to be
eaten alive, especially for marketing purposes," said Pulin
Modi, college campaign coordi nator for PETA.
Modi sa id there are health
risks in consuming live roaches,
such as allergies and gastrointestinal di seases, and that once
some.one bites·into a roach, their ·
mouths will be filled with excrement. Modi said the roach-eating promotion affects children
and teaches them to be insensitive toward animals. According
to Modi , PETA and the Lake
County Health Department
wam P-d Six Flags of the risks.
consumption
of
The
Madagascan coc kroac hes is
common in many parts of the
world. In protein-scarce places,
people consume roaches and
other insects on a regular bas is,
said Michael Staver, food scientist at the Kendall College
School of Culinary Arts. Staver ·
said cultures in places such as
South America, Asia and Africa
use insects to supplement their
diets hecause they can't afford
the meats for protei n.
Fright Fest attendees will
have to decide for themselves if

trying this international delicacy
is worth it.
"I wouldn't want to ear those
things, first of all, because I'm a
vegetarian, and they might give
me some weird disease or bite
my lip," said Kristina Davis, 22;
a research assistant at the UIC
College of Nursing. "Maybe I
would for a six-figure salary."
Taylor said that prior to eating any roaches, people would
need to sign a waiver stating
that they understand what they
are about to eat. He noted that if
someone is allergic to s hrimp or
lobster, they s hould stay away,
as they would be allergic to
cockroach as well, and guests
under 18 will need a guardian to
sign the waiver for them.
Staver said that people compare the taste of cockroaches to
brown rice.
"It might be like eating popcorn," Staver said. "You just
have to get them crisp enough
so that they won't taste gooey."
. chronicle@colum.edu

Cockroaches sound good 10
you? Here's a nice lillie recipe
10 jilllhallale nigh/ craving.
What you need:
25 frozen American or
Madagascan hissing cockroaches •
Seasoning blend ingredients:
I tablespoon seasoned salt
2 teaspoons garlic powder
2 teaspoons onion powder
I teaspoon freshly ground pepper
_112 teaspoon chili powder
What to do:
Spread a baking sheet with oil,
cook the roaches for 20 m in~
utes at 325 degrees, or until
crisp, and then sprinkle with
the seasoning mix.Enjoy... ?
·Cour/esy ofMichael Staver.
Food.Scientisl at Kendall
College School of Culinary
Arls

312.663.1490
..-lmpark.t1lln

Adoy lor the dreomers
Imagine all the people living for ... John Lennon Day
By Mary KroeciVAssistant A&E Editor

Some may say he 's a dreamer,
but a Joyal· John Lennon fan
thinks the late musician deserves
an international holiday.
Sixty-six years after the birth
of John Lennon, Mark Elsis of
New .York City is trying to create
an international day to remember
the musician who was part of one
of the most popular bands of all
time--The Beatles.
Elsis swore that he would
"change the world" on Dec. 8,
1980- the day Lennon was shot
and killed in front of the Dakota,
an apartment complex where
Lennon and Yoko Ono used to
live near Central Park in New
York City.
"I was [at the Dakota) longer
than anybody else that day," Elsis
said. "There was unbelievable
grief. The shock, the anguish,
because he touched so many people. It was the end of an era."
A former Nc;w York City cab
driver, Elsis now lives in Siesta
Key, Fla. and is the owner and
executive director of johnJennon.com and john-lennon.net
Elsis started the petition to c(eate an international John Lennon
Day on Oct. 9, 2005- the anniversary of Lennon's 65th birthdaybecause he believes that Lennon
gave his life for the message of.
peace and Jove.
"I think The Beatles were the
biggest things in the later half of
the 20th century, like Gandh~ like

Jesus, only modern day crucifixion is a bullet," Elsis said.
In order for the petition to be
sent to every ,governing body,
heads of state and the Secretary
General of the U.N., Elsis is trying to gather · approximately 64
million people--about one percent of the world's populationto sign the petition. It will continue to be sent ·out every time.
another 64 million people sign.
The petition has 3,493 verified signatures and 7,051 current signatures.
Gary Yerkins, an artist in residence in Columbia's Music
Department, thinks Lennon 's
work is both musically and politically important and would like to
see the day become a reality.
"Personally, I think it would be
great to have a John Lennon
Day," Yerkins said. "I don't see
what the argument would be
agaiftst it, except politically. John
Lennon represents a certain
humanistic point of view that
some people object to."
Yerkins, who grew up listening
to The Beatles and felt they were
like "really cool big brothers" to
musicians everywhere, explained
that he believes Lennon's· heart
was always in the right place and
spoke best through his art.
"Lennon 's use of language
was very artful," Yerkins said.
"He was a pioneer in that
regard. 'Happiness is a Warm

Gun' [for example) is a Beatles
song, but it is a Lennon song.
The nonsensical phonetics and
language are very sophisticated
... It's a little bit of Dada, a little
bit of Lewis Carroll."
Although Lennon was mainly
known for his music, he also
wrote several books and made
sketches of various events in his
life. Ono gave one of his drawings, a .picture of their bed-in
protest, tq the Peace Museum,
100 N. Ceptral Park Ave.
" John's life story was one of
transformation," wrote Melissa
McGuire, director of the Peace
Museum, in an «-mail. "He
achieved greatness in a short
period of time and it was his passion, vision and values that influenced an entire generation and
continues to resonate with
younger generations."
McGuire e~plained that Ono
serves · on the museum 's national
advisory board and visited the
museum years ago with her son,
Sean. McGuire also noted that last
year the museum held a celebration to commemorate Lennon's
65th birthday and had people come
to the museum to sign the petition
for an international John Lennon
Day.
" I remember [Lennon] most for
his legacy of advocating for
peace," McGuire wrote. "I wonder
what he would have to say, or better yet, what he would be doing to

•

John Lennon, pictured with Yoko Ono, would have celebrated his
66th birthday on Oct. 9, 2006.

address the current state of the
world if he were still alive."
Not everyone feels that Lennon
is worth this kind of praise.
Cheryl Giscombe, a manager at
a governmental office in Chicago,
doesn't think how Lennon's work
did anything to really bring about
change.
"! don't see what [Lennon) did
to change the world," said
Giscombe. "!don't equate him to
Martin Luther King or Gandhi.
Don't get me wrong, I think the
music is nice. I just don' t see
what he did [that deserves an

international holiday]."
Elsis acknowledges the fact
that while Lennon did many good
things in his life, in the end, he
was only human.
"John Lennon had his 'faults,
plenty of them, but he was always
trying to be better," Elsis said. "I
think that he encapsulates what
an artist and musician should be.
He had a message that was very
simple--love."
To sign the petition for an
international John Lennon Day,
visit wwwjohnlennonday.com.

mkroeck@chronic/e'!'ai/.com
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Nerds need·Iovin' too
Geeky guys and gals play romantic games
By Mark Byme/A&E Editor
Ba1hshcba Birntan !ned speed
dalmg onc<'- 11 wosn ' l her cup
o f lea . So she. along Wllh her
fnend Juho Borchens. dec1ded
10 s1on a doung evenllhal would
ca1er more 10 1he1r " nerdy"
mterests
The product was
erds a1
Hean. a 1hree-month-o ld s mglcs
group thai mcels once a monlh
a1 Gulhne's Tavern. 1300 \\'.
Addtson S1. Each even Is feature
board games- a slaple of 1he

Sa<,~

Wngleyvtllc bar - dnnks. lnvia
focused o n s1creo1yp1cally nerdy
1op1cs. and mosl 1mponan1y, a
ploce for self-professed nerds 10
mmgk .
" I fell hke !here should be a
venue for [nerds ] !hal wasn 'I so
c lubby. where !hey could be
lhemselves and be around hkemmded people." sa1d Btrman.
addmg !hal s he ond Borc hens
were no slrangers 10 !he slereorype . "We' re prelly nerdy. We're

bolh wrllers."
B1rman isn't necessarily
opposed 10 olher daling services; she said they jus! aren ' I for
her. and thai they "fill a niche
for a different markel."
When she and Borchens slaned Nerds al I lean. 1he1r mlenllon
was 10 gel nerds 10 do lhmgs !hey
nugh1 normally do, like play
board games. bul m an env~ron
menl where !hey r.an meel new
people. They also wanled 10 ere-

8onnan aM Jut•a Bofct>erts are the creators of Nerds at Hear1. a smgJes

;r Gf'l•~ s T~n . 1300 W. AcldlliOtl Ave

group that meets

ate a singles meeting that was not
as pressured as the other dating
services lhey'd tried.
"Because people are playing a
game, the focus is not o n inter- ·
viewing someone or being interviewed," said Borcherts, also a
wriler and a professor in
Columbia's Fiction Wriling
Depart men!. " It's a little bit
more relaxed."
In order to pubhcize the
evenls, !hey t':'\sted !heir nerd
instincts lo discern the right
places to pul up fliers.
"I was lrying to figure out
how 10 markel iI, and if I were to
fl1er, where would I flier?"
B1rman said. "My sisler [suggested] , ' Oh, jus! go everywhere
you go." '
Despile whal one might expect
by the name, Nerds at Heart
meelmgs aren't casling calls for a
Revenge of rhe Nerds sequel.
Ralher, as Borcherts said, the
attendees are more of " inner
geeks."
" Its more nerds at heart than
people who are seriously socially challenged," Borchens sa1d.
" We've never aclually had
someone •how up with adhes1ve
!ape on the1r glasses."
Mark Fellows, who bartends
and manages al Guthrie's
Tavern. has worked during the
Nerds al Heart meeungs, and
has nolhmg negallve to say
abou11hem .
Accordmg to Fellows. his bar
sees a number of smgles groups,
wh1ch he thmks 1s a product of
the la1d-back atmosphere that it
o ffers. Where sports bars or
dance clubs m1gh1 be 100 loud
and busy for a couple to relu and
talk. Guthne's 1s perfect for that.
and wllh !he board games. 11
lends lt<elf perfeclly to !he needs
o f c:rds at Heart. Fellows cla1ms
thai they are amona the beuer
s mgles groups that come through
the b~r
" ll's JUS! a gllO<I cross -secuon
o f pwplc." Fello-.s !l!Jid "EHn
1ho u11h !hey ca ll themselves
nerd•. 1f you we"' to look at
!hem a• • aroup and try to
slcreoly nc. you really couldn ' t.''
The c~hmnled .lO pwple that

come to each meeting are pretty
evenly split between men and
women, which surprised both
the founders and attendees.
"It's funny because each gender has the impression that it's
going to be heavily weighted on
their side," Borcherts said. "The
guys, I think, are most surprised
to see an even sampJing. They
were positive that there were no
nerd girls out there."
Billi Duvalier is proof that
there are. The 36-year-old 'global underwriter qualifies herself
as a netd because she "graduated from high school three weeks
shy of [her] I 7th birthday."
" I've done a little online dat·
ing, but usually il ' s through
word of mouth," Duvalier said.
" People always. seem .to have an
ulterior motive with [online dating] . At least with this, everybody there already has a love of
board games."
Duvalier claims she is a board
game nerd and Taboo is her current favorile. However, when
as ked what kind of nerd she
most ident1fies w1th-a part of
each event-she goes with
something else.
''I'm a book nerd," Duvalier
said. " When I die, the epitaph
on my stone will say ' she was
wellread."'
Frank Christ, however, only
needs to say his profession to
prove h1s nerdiness: He designs
video games for cell phones.
Christ, who is also seeking a
masters degree m c~tive writmg at Columb1a. knows Binnan
and Bore herts persona 11y and
has auended all three events so
far. While be bas made friends
and enJOYS the meetings. be hasn't yet found a romantic mterest.
" rve met some people, but I
haven't mt-( anyone.'' Christ sa1Cl
Wh1le the creators have
no11ced phone numbers bein&
passed around--Duvalier claims
she has one potent1al in mindthe general consensu 1s that the
nerd m gh1s an: more of a fun
"ay lo me.: I other people they
can n:lalc 10
" If nothmg else. 1t's a aood
time to ao out and have a good
evenma." Duvaher sa1d.
Btrmon $Aid that the projtet
has b«n a hll so far. and the
are lool1na for wa to c.'tpand.
fh(>ugh the all lon• Guthne's
ravem and thml. 11 '" a a~at fit.
they an: con•1ll~n~ sw11ch•na
th1na• up "tth d1tl~n:nt wnu~
A ~tUc<'r vers11>n of er1b at
llurt I '"' m the Wl>rl~
Re11M11.- • ,,f n blx>._IIJ"< that
~an lK'
~~~~n.
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The School of Media Arts
presents

PIXAR@ CO U

A

THURSDAY OCTOBER 12 H • 6:30P

FILM ROW CINEM
1104 S. WABASH- 8th FLOOR

Be the 1st to see a sneak preview of

''LIFTED''
A brand new short from Pixar Animation Studios. Director "Gary Rydstrom" will be here in
person to speak about his successful career as an Academy Award winning sound designer
(Terminator 2~ Jurassic Park, Titanic, Saving Private Ryan, Star Wars, Monsters Inc, Minority
Report, Finding Nemo), screen his new short, and take questions from the audience.
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Parkour: The Art of Intuitive Movement
ma ~i ng

With veins bul in on his fists Mike
Zernow gripped his hands tightly onto the rail.
Aharsh ray of sunlight forced him to squint
into the seemingly bottomless stairwell he

a jump from a concrete structure to a wall . " It 's all about balance and

coordinat ion.··
7erno". who did free running and acrobatics on the Madonna
"( t>nfc"aons" tour. agreed with Cousins and said Parkour is about training for

any

~illl.llion

whether its related to Parkour or not.

""( ParkourJ is a personal gai n:· Zemow said between jumps. ult mental-

!)

help~

me overcome obstacles. and it reminds me to keep on a straight path. A

huge pan of Parkour is training your mind and body to work as one.~
Both Zemow and Cousins. a long with a few friends, frequently the
Un l\et;Sity of Ill inois Chicago campus to practice. A large courtyard with

"'lt"s all about gening over ) our fear."" Zcmow said. jcr~ing his anns
and ned. to loosen up. ··once ~ ou do thJt. it docsn "t mancr how dangerous the

nw11erous concrete structures. stairwells. light poles and walls sits in the middle
of the campus.

j wnp is.-

In addition to UIC. Zcmow. Cousins and a few others in their group

Zrmo" is pan of a small but gro"ing community of would-be gym-

said they regularly practice at both Millrnniwn Park and Grant Park. But since

nasts who climb. jwnp and vault over urban structures in an activity called

some of the activities take place on private property. issues of trespassing and

Padour. 1lle physical discipline requires efficient movement between two loca-

liability for injury surround Parkour.

tions as fast as possible. and if obstacles an: in the way. Parkour participants.
often called '"traceurs.- usc their skills to pass over them in the fastest and most

Mark Rosati. Associate Chancellor of Public Affairs at UIC, said
Parkour places its panicipants both in physical and legal risk on his campus.

direct manner possible. This could mean clearing gaps. going over or under
~scaling walls.

'"They are subject [to) reckless activities on behalf of UIC.~ Rosati
said. " If it's an obvious risk to themselves or property or others. they will be

1be lam Parkour is denved from the Fn:nch word Mpan:oun:· which
and was SW1ed a short time ago by two

asked to leave.-

• ......_ .. En&Jish as McOUf"K.-

f~ Sebastten Foucan and David Belle. Foucan's irupiration to

~~

stan

qom hts interests tn free runntng. an act where panicipants try to

in the most efficient ""Y possible. while Bdle was inOuc:nced by
bis
rrwttal aru and gymrwti~. Thanks to the lntemc1 and pop cui.._ r.toar bas crepe aa~ the Atlanttc and ., today gamtng populanty
~ ~les

...._.in

However. Zrmow said that traceurs respect the property they pnc:tkc
on. and that they do little or no damage to the urban struc:turn.
" If you think about it. all people deface public property,- Zemow said.
" People spit gwn on the ground. they throw cigamte butts evcrywben: and they
leave footprints on the sidewalk. But rain washes away the footprintsleave."

liiDOII8 ~ and twrnt) oomrthmp

fhc: dumagc Parkour can do to public and private struc~ may be

1lle co.creatl>f'\ of the •port ha' e appeared tn both mo\les ond commercials. ti.wther addtng to the recent Parknur cra;c Belle •tarred m the 2004

open to debate. but the
c•ten~JVc

film &111/W'JW I J "hteh ckptctcd a numher of PJrkour ocquen<:e•. and f oucan
., mall~ an appcaran.:c tn the orpcomtnjl J,,mc• flond Jilm. Co uno Routh· .1~
the chatx1CT \lolbb
m.wllhcf

{I( '<Rmll ..tn.llfllr' ~~~

J'..t11•

11e lnpiOJI anto the """'e andu<tr~ . •
lp.IIIIIJI Ill

the

l.tl)lr

•J'<Irf

One. '4Kh ..thkk •~ R)'dn fcJV1m•. ' ..,, -.eM tlhl uum ttum rn •JPr 11

( nl ....~ .. and

l11~nd n ( lntl#>Y. "'"'' "-1111

he "• l>c<'n oltllllll f' ar~nur lnr h>r

of physical injury are real . Parkour ~uirn

Moses llnrrts Jr.. a truceur and tunt pcrfonner for the upoomilll! film I

lm I <'ll•·ml. wh1~h ••·'"' Will Smith. suid thc lc-.·1 o f ~er depends on the

l"'r•o>n"•

\\ htlc pmfu,K!noiltr"'-c""

~s uits

tranurll! in order to avoid injury.

11111111~

and !..til

" I he nwft' 11d' ''"'~

lll<'mt'<·rs dt•('l••r dtsc•plirl(' fn'ln j umpilli from

,urh h• """·then p.lt~ t><·nd111• I""" t><·no:h. nd th..-~ ""'"' d<> thn~s It>
unpn·,, f'C\lpk \lr ,h,, .., ,,tl," 114,rt\'ii "''-ud ··Jt \k~nt" \:\)ttt'\'tl) il'~ 0\_lt ~\\.S..
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professional and amateur level. If you're careful, there isn't a lot of risk for
amateur traceurs, Harris said.
But injuries among amateu rs happen. Kevin Haack, a friend of Zernow
and Cousins who attends Chicago jams on a regular bas is. injured himself while
attempting a jump on the campus of UIC.
" My bicep is definitely dented." sa id !Iaack, grimacing and gripping
his arm. He lifted his shin and revealed a nasty scrape.
"Dude, what happened?" asked Zernow.
Haack said he was just jumping around when he injured himself.
"Accidents happen. It's a high-impact sport," he said.
Many have been inspired to take up Parkour after watching videos on
the Internet, specifically Youtube.com, where one video of Belle has been
watched over 50,000 times, according to the website. The Internet has provided
the Parkour community with a forum for professional and amateur traceurs to
organize j ams and discuss the activity.
Mark Toorock, an avid Parkour participant who runs
AmericanParkour.com, said that although the Internet has inspired many to take
up the activity, online Parkour videos can be misinforming.
" Internet videos are a big danger," Toorock said. " Everyone in videos
started out not being great, especially in the free running videos. The fi rst thing
you jump off of shouldn' t be eight feet tall. Constant practice is the only way
you can get good ·at Parkour."
Toorock said he's been doing Parkour for almost five years. He was
inspired to take up the sport after seeing Belle doing Parkour jn London. It provides him with a s~!lse of accomplishment, he said.
"[Parkour gives you) a sense of yourself, your fears, your boundaries
and your physical fitness," Toorock said. "It gives you confidence, and at some
point this whole concept of being able to get around obstacles creeps into your
life and it becomes less physical and more mental."
Because Parkour originated in Europe, the majority of traceurs remain
overseas. But Zernow said he knows about 40 people in the Ch icago area who
do Parkour, and new people are taking up the activ ity every day.
Noah Rotello's first outing was the UIC jam with Zernow and Cousins.
The sophomore telev ision major at Columbia was scared during his first jam.
and worried about "cracking [his) face or teeth on1he concrete ." Still , he plans
on attending future jams with his friends, and is anxious to learn from Zcrnow
and Cousins, whom he said he admires.
" I don't think fear enters their minds," he said.
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Pointing onew picture
of Chicogo

Chicago Artists Month brings professional
artists and the general public together
By Mary Kroeck/ Assistant A&E Editor

HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX
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ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
EXHIBmON, OCTOBER 9 - NOVEMBER 17, 2006
RECEPTION: OCTOBER 26, 2006, 5-7PM
BEST OF SHOW PRESENTATIONS: 5:30PM
TALK THE WALK: OCTOBER 12. 2006, 6-SPM
A CURATORIAL TOUR OF COLUMBIA'S EXHIBITION SPACES

The Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund was established in 1974
to enc:ourap both undergraduate and &raduate Columbia College Chicago
students to complete projects In all fields of communication. With projects
spannln& 10 dlsdplines from 47 artists, this year's exhibition cuts a creative

swath 8CfOSS ttlemes as diveraent as the business of dyinc, professional
wniStlinC. and synesthetic experiences.

C33 GALLERY . .
. , . . . . . . . . .,
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OCTOBER 20 - NOVEMBER 10, 2006

RECEPTION: OCTOBER 24, 5- TPM
TALK THE WALK: OCTOBER 12, 2006, 6-SPM
A CURATORIAL TOUR OF COLUMBIA'S EXHIBITION SPACES

CURATED BY TRACY TAYLOR, ALYSIA KAPLAN •.A.ND MICHELLE WASSON
Snap to Grid Is an exhibition conceived of and jurfed by three Chlcaao artlsts
who currently teed~ di&iUil media in Chicato's premiere colle&e InstitutionsColumbia Collft&e and The School of the Art Institute of Chicaao. Envisioned
as an exhibition opportunity for students who currantiy use di&ltal media as
a tool in their creative process, the jurors selected artwork directly from their
deJMirtments by students whose work exhibits exemplary craft and thou&htprowllln& Ideas.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY
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CELIA HERRERA RODRIQUEZ, A PRAYER TO THE MOTHER
WATERS FOR PEACE, OCTOBER 12 - NOVEMBER 8, 2006

Tho ughts of autumn colors, the start of
the cold weather season or preparations for
Halloween typically come to mind when
one thinks of October in Chicago. For the
last II years, however, the city has been
trying to make people think about something else-art.
October is Chicago Artists Month. As
part of the program, studios a ll across the
city open their doors to give the public a
gl impse into many of Chicago's professional artists' workspaces, most of which
are usua lly closed to the public.
Cynthia Quick, director of programming
for the department of cultural affairs, said
that about 50,000 people participated in
approximately I 00 events that were held
last year, and she is hoping that with 250
different events thro ughout the city more
people will be able to participate this year.
"Over the years, in terms of visual artists,
the public has a much better sense of who
they are, what they look like [and] the work
they do," Quick said. "There' s a more
interactive relationship with the public." ·
One of several buildings participating in
the open studios program is the Fine Arts
Building, 410 S. Michigan Ave. Kathleen
Newman, who is coordinating this year's
event, said that the building is "a gem that
most people don't know about" and
encourages people to come and see the
space whenever they can.
" Frank Braum, who wrote the Wizard of
Oz, used to rent a studio here," Newman
said. "Frank Lloyd Wright used to rent a
studio here. The building itself has a really
cool history."
Newman said that what she enjoys about
Chicago Artists Month is that it gives artists,
such as painters, who normally work alone,
an opportunity to interact with one another as
well as meet the public. She also believes
that what is interesting about the Fine Arts
Building open studios is that the architecture
of the building is "beautiful" and rieople are
"intrigued by the artists themselves, the
spaces people work in and the things [like
paintings th'ey wouldn't normally see on dis·
play) that they can discover."
This year 's Chicago Artists Month is
also important to the Fine Arts Building
because it is the last time the Fine -Arts
Ga11ery, located on the 4th floor of the
building, will be open. The gallery was a
co-op run by a number of artists who

pitched in money to operate the space. It
is scheduled to close on Oct. 21 because
the ga llery is under new ownership.
"1 don't know what's going to happen to
the space," Newman, who not only rents a
studio space in the building but also took
part in the artists' co-op, said. " It's been a
gallery in the city for II years. I'm sad that
the gallery's moving out, but I feel fortunate [to have been a part of it]."
Adam Brooks, a professor of art and coor·
dinator of the fine arts program at Columbia,
thinks the program is a good idea, but also
questions its visibility.
" I think the fact is there's an attempt to
raise awareness [about the program and
visual artists]," Brooks said. " I don 't know
if there wasn't a Chicago Artists Month if
people would notice[its absence).'.'
'Brooks, along with his partner in
Industry of the Ordinary, Mathew Wilson,
is also involved in the programs of Chicago
Artists Month. Industry of the Ordinary
takes average, everyday occurrences and
explores them in a yariety of ways to make
people think. The group:s first performance, "Dropping 163 lbs. on Daley Plaz-a,"
had approximately 75 performers simultaneously drop an article of white clothing at
Daley Plaza without drawing attention to
themselves. They picked 163 pounds
because it is the approximate average
weight of an American adult.
"More people are excited about the Bears
than Chicago Artists Month,'' Brooks said.
"There's not enough emphasis placed on art
and the fact that artists have a lot to say."
Brooks thinks that while the majority of
people may not know Chicago Artists Month
is happening, he feels that awareness of the
programs is going in the right direction.
" It seems obvious [the program has)
reached a more prominent profile than in
the past," Brooks said. " It would be good if
it meant something to mort? than just
artists. I would like to see [artist recognition) a year round occurrence."
For the complete list ofthe 250 programs
taking place during Chicago Artists Month,
including a list ofall the studios participat·
ing in the open studios program, visit
www.cityofohicago.org/culturalaffairs.

PERFORMANCE: OCTOBER 12. 7PM
BY CELIA HERRERA RODRIGUEZ ANO GUEST PERFORMER IFA/ORISHA PRIESTESS
XOCHIPALA VALDEA·MAEZ
.

TALK THE WALK: OCTOBER 12, 2006, 6- 8PM
A CURATORIAL TOUR OF COLUMBIA'S EXHIBITION SPAC£S

In conjunction with the Columbia Collete Chica&O FOCO Festival, The Glass
Curtain Gallery presents the Installation and performance A Pr•r to tile
Mother Waters for Peace by Celia Herre... Rodrl&uez..
A Prayer for the Mother Waters for Puce thou&htfully addresses Issues of
economics, war and e<:oloaY. This multi-media installation and performance
will be determined by the collaborative efforts of Cella Herrera Rodrlauez.
students of Colum~la Colte&e Chicaao end &uest performers. On October 12,
the exhibition will debut with an elaborate, multimedia ceremonial blessin&
usln& water collected from areas of conflict across the glObe.

TALK THE WALK, OCTOBER 12, 2006, ALSO FEATURES:
LOW RIDER VEHICLES ON PARADE, 600 BLOCK OF S WABASH
Fifteen automobiles created by low rider car clubs In the Chicago area will
be on display.

LOWRIDERS: PORTRAITS FROM NEW MEXICO, HOKIN ANNEX
GALLERY (BACK GALLERY)

14. portfolio of 12 photo&raphs of lowriders and the people whO CO¥et them.
Created. tn 1980 by Merldel Rubenstein. PhotO& on loan from the Museum
of Contemporary Photocraphy.

cspaces.colum.edu

A view of paintings and sculptures on
410 S. Michigan Ave. The center sculpture

mkroeck@chroniclemail.com
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Robert Famiby, also known as "Saul Original Man" writes lyrics outside of the University Center of Chicago, 525 S. State St.

Musician offers a suggestion for what to do
after high school
By Mark Byrne/A&E Editor

W

hen Robert Farmby
makes music, he doesn' t concern himself
with topics familiar in mainstream rap, like drugs, drinking,
women or his bank statement.
Instead, he ta lks about going to
:college.
The 25-year-old C hi cago
native makes it a po int to be a
. hip-hop artist with a pos itive
·. message- one he wouldn 't be
ashamed of if his father heard.
Under the stage name SauL
Origina l Man (the first word
being an acronym for "spitting
all
unheard
lyricz[sic ]"),
Farmby preaches the bene fits of

going to community college.
The single, an anthem titled
"Community College," features
an extensive 'shout out' sect ion ,
to Chicago city co lleges and a
few colleges and universi ties
around the Midwest, including
Columbia.
While his persona l miss ion is
to get kids to cons ider hi gher
education, Farmby himself is a
dropout. After studying in the
Pre-Med program at University
of Illinois at Ch icago for a couple of couple years, Farm by discontinued his studies in order to
work full time and focu s on his
music career.

Farmb)t publicizes his music with at-shirt that reads "Community
College," the na nie of his firs t single .

Farmby spent five years
working as a manager at Foot
Locker, and the last iwo as a
Sec urity G uard for Securitas .
However, he still finds time to
record his album, work with hi s
record company, and do serious
g rassroots marketin g for hi s
music.
In order to reach fans, Farm by
makes it a point to market his
music directly to those he thinks
would be interested, by handde li veri ng press kits to hi gh
schools and colleges; he wants
students to hear the song, "so
that they know the ir opt ions."
" With this record being about
school, I always planned to go
back," Farm by said. " But I want
to see the success of my record
company [first]."
Farmby is also the owner of
Chicago's ll]est AIIStarz [sic], a
·company he started to help manage his own project and help
other art ists with th eir music.
The only other person involved
in th e company is his 17-yearo ld broth er, whom he made
vice-president as a gesture oftrust and respect.
It was at that age- 17 years
old- that Farmby remembers
being ashamed when his father
heard him l ist~ni ng to Notorious
B.I.G. one day before church.
Notorious B.l.G., a hip-hop
artist whose notoriety is largely
due to his gang-re lated murder
in 1997, made no effort to shy
away from vio lent themes in his
music. Farm by doesn't remember the exact 'lyrics- "1 think he
sa id something like, 'I' m gon na
kill you and everyone will be
wearing black'," he recalledbut he does remember what his
father said when he heard the
song: "Turn it off."
Farmby g rew up in Humboldt
Park and eventually moved to
the Garfield Park area, where he
still lives. He wanted to reflect
his Christ ian upbring ing by
using c lean, pro fanity-free
lyrics that offer advice to his
young listeners.
" Ray Charles said that a hit

courtesy Robert Farmby
Farmby lists all the info rmation necessary to contact him right on
the CD.
record is som~thfng that people
can · re late to," Farm by said .
" [So I asked,] what can I do ..
that has never been don e
before?"
Th e an swer, he concluded,
was to write about what to do
after high school- an issue he is
certain is on many kids' minds.
Farmby started writ in g lyrics
in 2000 and recorded them onto
his first "mix tape" in 2003.
This kind of mix tape refers to a
pirated track of beats from a
popu lar song, over which an
emerging hip-hop artist will rap
his own lyrics. According to
Farmby, that is a rather popular
method to record music when an
arti st is just starting out.
Th e mix tape conta ined 15
songs, Farmby sa id, and since
then " Community College" is
the only one he has studi o
recorded. However, he is working on a fu ll-length album that is ·
schedule to be out by Christmas.
Though it may not be overtly
apparent for those who only pay
attention to mainstream music,
inspiring and posit ive hip-hop
like Farmby's does exist- it just
doesn' t often make it to th e

radio.
Stephanie
Shonekan,
a
Columbia professo r who studi es
and teaches a course about the
culture of hip-hop and rap, said
that while a ftw artists-she
cited Ta lib Kweli, Common and
Mos Def- have reached success
without sacrificing their positi vity. most of that doesn't make it
onto popular television stations
like MTV or BET.
"Most of the politi ca ll y consciou s and soc ia ll y conscious
hip-h op is done underg round ,"
Shonekan said. •· A lo t of us out
here in the mainstream world
don ' t hear a lot of that stuff
unless we go digging for it."

Farmby said that hi s message
wasn ' t aimed at his little brother, but , coi ncidentally, it may
have reac hed the 17-year-old
anyway.

"This happened to be the pertime
[to
release
fect
" Communit y
Co llege" ],"
Farmby sa ~. " I j ust talked to
him on the phone and he say>
he 's been fillin g out college
applications."
mb;'rnera )chronidem ail. com
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foke ossossinotions: iust os bod1
Controversy and questions surround new film depicting the death

~f President

Bush

By Brent Steven White/Assistant A&E Editor
An English filmmaker has refused to show the ffim.
something to say about current
Even though Death of a
our president, and it's casuing Presider.t hasn't released yet,
an uproar both in both the film many are finding the concept of
assassinating a sitting U.S. presand political world.
Britain's Channel 4 television ident in a film distasteful and .
network has created a fictional alarming.
"Personally, I wouldn't pafQI!y
documentary ·entitled Death of a
President, which depicts President or joke about the death of any
Bush's assassination during an person, but that's a purely subjective taste," said Ed Yohnka,
anti-war rally in Chicago.
Bush's death occurs about I 0 director of Communications for
minutes into film. A few years the ACLU of Illinois. " But the
later, an investigative documen- fact of that matter is that under
tary is made, which focuses on the First Amendment, we get to
some of the people involved make those decisions, and then
with the anti-war rally: men, the the marketplace decides if that
press and suspects and their kind of speech ultimately develfamiles. A Palestinian man is ops any currency."
then accused and convicted of
It's imjlortant to protect peothe vile act, but the film has a ple's right to release controverfew surprises.
sial art or film, even if the
Death of a President has majority may find it distasteful,
already been shown in Britain Yobnka said.
and at the To ro nto Film
But despite the controversy
Festival, where it received the surrounding the new film, some
Fipresci pri ze , an award chosen filmmakers don't fmd the subby intemati:mal critics. Gabriel ject matter of Death of a
Range, who wrote, produced President offensive or inapproand directed the film , recently priate.
sold U .S. distribution rights to
Dana Hodgdon, a visiting proNewmarket Films fo r SI mil- fessor at DePaul University, who
lion, according to a Sept. 12 teaches courses in fihi> editing
Reuters story.
and cinematography, said that
Newmarket, a 12-year-old although be hasn't seen the film ,
Los Angles-based film financ- he believes addressing the assasing company, recently said it sination of a sitting U.S. ·presi~
plans to release the film in the dent isn't entirely distasteful.
U .S . on October 27 . Regal
"I don't know that it's an artEntertainment Group, the coun- ful film, but if you 'took back in
try's biggest theater chain, has time, there have been other

films like this one," Hodgdon
said. "People can make films
about what ever they want."
Hodgdon pointed to the
European film The Day of the
Jackal. Released in 1973, the
film follows a professional
assassin who plots to kill the
President of France, Charles de
Gaulle, whose foreign policies
made him controversial in the ·
sixties.
Unlike The Day of the Jackal,
Death of a President utilizes special effects to place the head of
Bush onto the body of an actor.
The movie also uses real footage
from Bush's Jan. 7, 2003 speech
before the Economic Club of
Chicago. The British network
received official White House
press credentials to film the event,
and the directors spent months in
Chicago staging mock anti-war
demonstrations for the movie.
In one of three interviews the
director has done since the film
debuted at the Toronto Film
Festival, Range told the L.A.
Times that the premise of the film
may be offensive to some moviegoers, but it is about present day
America. Portraying President
Bush as a real character in the film
is justified, Range said in the Sept.
12 story.
Some worry Death of a
President may incite actual harm
to Bush, who is experienc ing some
of his lowest approval ratings
since taking office. According to a

'Death of a President' has been purchased by Newmarket Films and
will be released in the United States on Oct. 27.

Sept. 30 - Oct. 2 2006 Wall Street
Jownal poll, Bush had 39 percent
of the popular vote.
" Most media studies have
shown there's no [direct] effect
with that, but one can never be
sure it [wouldn't] inspire someone
to take up an insane action," said
professor Black Hawk Hancock,
who teaches sociology courses at
DePaul University. " I' m sure the
film will gamer plenty of attention
within academic, political and student movement circles [when it is
released in the U.S.]."
Still, Hancock, who teaches
Popular Culture and the Arts and
Socioloeical Perspectives courses,

agreed with Yohnka and acknowledged that no matter how controversial or distasteful Death of a
President is,/the film shouldn't be
censored or restrained artistiCally
in anyway.
"The boundaries and parameters of artistic expression should
be drawn as widely as possible,"
Hancock said. "So, whether it's
distasteful or not may nQt be the
proper question. If it is considered an aesthetic work, then I
certaidy wouldn't be in favor of
stifling free speech."

bwhite@chroniclemail.com

Help cre~te a family.
Chicago's first and most highly resperted
program is looking for the following:

of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donor~. Donors will
evaluated, take medication and undergo a minor >urgrs<~t~:~,
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Reviews
••

Sarah McLachlan

•••

Journalistic legend Bob
Woodward takes another
in-depth loo~ .at our
-nation's _political siate, this
time putting the Bush
administratlon's ban~ling
. of Iraq under the microscope. At nearly 600 pages;
it's not a. light read. The
underlying message? We
need to pay attention to
who's running our country
and bow. A chilling tome.
-J. Fischer •

State of Denial
Bob Woodward

••••

T he Science of Sleep
Directed by Michel
Gondry

•••••

•

With so much muck to
wade through in metal
Yo La Tengo
rnusic, choosing who to
I am Not Afraid of ...
pay attention to is like
deciding what you're hungry for at a buffet.
Thankfully, Lamb Of
God's new album is about
as appetizing as a turd
disguised as meatloaf.
- B. White

Many of the tracks from
the origin&! release of
Lamb of God
Mirrorba/1 are on this r.ew
Sacrament
2-disc complete concert
album. While tne included
tracks are a nic.e addition
to your music coll~ction,
they're nothing that wouldn't be just as good getting
off of iTunes. Unless you're
a die hard Samh McLachlan
fan, don't buy this album.
-M Kroeck

•

•

•

Pag~tu~g J.larr&tive ·
stories are abound this
· month· a look into the life
ofNe~ Jersey's g~y former governor who lied to
his state and his family'
• about ·his sexu_ality, one
writer's hilarious journey
to fmding the G-Spot and
the horror stories of Bill
O'Reilly's former guest
stars. Hands down, this is
one of the best issues I've
ever read.
'
~T. B.reyne

•

GQ Magazine
October 2006 Issue
• - --

•
•
•
• ' •
..
.
Tbe IDVislbhls
. Gran/ Morrison
·
r;F.,..._....-I"TT

•••

•••

A man and woman accidentally end up correT he Little Mermaid
sponding via letters and
Directed by John Musker
fall in Jove. The catch?
·
They live two years apart. and Ron Clements
Though mild ly enjoyable .
for its Chicago setting and
commendable for its
quirky plot, it failed to
grip me the way other
cliche love stories have.
Do the lovers end up in
the same year? Whate·1er.
- J.Fischer

If you enjoy Gondry's
music videos, you'll
The Lake House
enjoy this high ly stylized Directed by Alejandro
film, a mixture of absurd Agresti
yet simple digital effects,
mixed.lar.guages and misinterpreted love. Between
the music videos and
Eternal Sunsf:;ine, his film
had a lot to live up toand it did so almost
effortlessly. -M Byrne ~-

...• •.• •1' •

After 22 years, this
Hoboken, N.J., trio,
famous for its eclectic
music proves they aren't
slowing down. Track
after fabulous track, this
is a must-have for Yo La •
Tengo fans. Definiteiy its
best since 1997's I Can
Feel :he Heart Beating as
One. Heavy? Yes.
.
Mellow? Yes. Awesome?
Duh. -J. Fischer

Orant Monjson's comic .'
book epic describes a
world where'Jbe occult·is
quite commonplace. The
first volume of seven
t:rade paperback collections is a clear cut inspiration for the frrst Matrix
film, and well-written.
enou8h to turn even the
most dosed-minded 'into a
-closet comic bOolt fan.
-S. Baltrukonis
Prince Eric's luscious
locks and Ariel's hot mermaid bod ne~er looked as
awesome as they do on
this new DVD. Plus the
story is cute, and it's got
two discs of under the sea
extraS like the making of
the animation, the inspirlftion for it and oever
before seen deleted
scenes! -T. Breyne

...

. ~.

'-Chiriese f609 is ~lways

·
'

Com Mazes are ama.zing!
Richardson Farm in
Spring Grove, Ill. has a •
corn maze that is adver,. tised as the world's ..
··. l!ll'gest. With over l 0 .
· m iles of trails, it wou[d be
easy to ·g et lost with·a
~-lover)on a crisp_fal~ day,
• or if smooching isr~t your
thing, bring some bOoze
and a blowtorch and blaze ~
your ow~·geo~etric path. •
-M Claire

better when it's falre. Real
/
Chinese f~ like, the
. I
stUff.frotjl Chinatown,
I
1astes fiom'ble. l t doesn't
make--any se~, but trust
me 00 this one. Cbiaese
food sliould tasie Jil(e
' Panda ~~ and.Vari
ous trashy buffets around
the ·city; those guxs; some·how, have it dead oo.. .
-M.Byrne

..,.

Premium Blend
Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
Some bands aim for. sold-out arena tours; Chicagobased Chronic Seizure are more comfortable in someone's basement. This hardcore band plays a fast and mean
sort of punk rock- the kind you would expect with a
name like that. Though the group's members are all well
above 30 years old, their dedication to music is not a bit
be lo)V that of the younger bands who share thei r genre.
With Pat Kelly on bass, Bryan Welch on guitar, Austin
Hassett singing the vocals and Craig "The Leg" on drums,
Chronic Seizure relies on word-of-mouth publicity to promote their shows . Bass ist Pat Kelly spoke with The
Chronicle about how he got into this crazy business and
whe~e he plans to go with it.

W hat do you do to promote your band?
Virtually nothing. Word of mouth mostly, w ith the
occasional homemade flyer or Internet post to back it up..

The Chronicle: How long have you guys been playing
together?
Bryan and I got together in late 2004 with .!on on
drum s. Both our bands at the time [ 14 or Fight and Rat
Bastards] had fizzled out and we were looking to do
something riew. Austin was a buddy of mine from work
and got har.ded the vocals a few months later. ·F our
months in , Jon quit, so we got Craig [of Rcpos and
Meshugunas] to fill his spot. It's been cake ever since.

What was the festival like?
Never in all my years of going to and play ing shows
have I seen so much blood, broken glass and blatant disregard for fire codes. The kids are crazy, but a hell of a lot
of fun.

Why'd you want to be in a band in tbc lirst p la('c?
For me it was a long tir.1e to this point. I started li ~ten
!ng to puniJha~·dcore back 'n 1983 and was a pure spectator for years. Vlatch:ng bands like Articles of Faith, BGK,
Life Sentence, Raw Po·..,·er [and so on] made me want to
play a bigger part in what was going on. I started Jisteniag to records by band> like Die Kreaz.en and Frites
Moden over and over, trying to copy their riffs and start·
ed my own crappy bands. Now, 23 years later, I can
almost play bass.
·
·

Chronic Seizure

Where around Chicago have you played?
The vast majcrity of our sbows are, and always will be,
basement shows. Nothing beats the intimacy and immediacy of having the crowd right in your face, eye levei.
Around Chicago the best places have been Albion H.:>use,
Ice Factory and several houses in Pilsen and Little
Village. However, the best show as of late would have to
be th e Conspiracy Fest show in C leveland th is
September.

W hy do you rock?
Well, three-fourths of us are in our mid-to late-30s,
have been in a billion bands and have seen and .done pretty much anyth ing you ' d want to do with the genre. To
continue doing this at a level w here we're still pfaying for
mostly kids in smoky, beer drenched basements across
America you have to love playing just for the sake of it ...
and we do. We really do.
Where will you be in a year from now?
Touring Europe, a culmination of my adolescent fantasies.

I

·On Chronic Seizures Myspdce page you can find information about upcom tng shows. Check out the band before
they fulfill Kel/ys fantasies and head to the motherland.
http://www.myspace.com/chronicseizure

-!Vi' Byrne
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'Jesus' sove them

and Rachel Grady wisely allow
their electrifying footage to speak
for itself, although it's possible
that opposite viewpoints could
have different interpretations of
the film's events.
Interspersed within the footage
is liberal Methodist Mike
Papantonio, who warns of the
By Matt Fagerholm/ Film Critic
growing extremist threat on leftwoman, whose impassioned this image is fairly commonplace wing talk radio station, Air
beliefs are as formidable as her within the confines of evangelical America Radio. When he goes
build. "This means war!" is the America. Pastor Becky Fischer's mano-a-mano with Fischer on his
mantra she recites. Is this a Nazi "Kids on Fire" summer camp is show at the film's "climax," the
youth rally, you may wonder, or an the .film 's focus, which reveals the film isn't simply depicting a battle
ai-Qaida convention perhaps? The most important theological move- of personal viewpoints. It's showunnerving truth, uncovered by the ment in contemporary American casing the central ideological conflict of our nation, between those
compelling but underdeveloped history.
Since 200 1, Fischer has run championing equal freedom and
Jesus
is That
camps for evangelical youth, with those fighting to conform the
the goal of transforming them into human race into following one
"warriors" for their faith. She belief structure. Needless to say,
admires Islamic radicals, if only some viewers. will side with
for their desire to sacrifice lives for Papantonio; and others with
faith, and she believes that people Fischer.
· should do the same for Christ.
As a Catholic, I have recently
The kids who attend her camp found similar traces o f fundamenare a collection of sheltered inno- talist fanaticism seeping into my
cents, so pure in their idealistic own fairly liberalized hometown
views, and yet so blinded by the church. Jusr a couple years ago,
tunnel vision they've inherited political pamphlets were issued to
from their parents. Clad in militant the congregation. The music durface paint, these young campers ing " teen mass" was slowed
don't waste any time canoeing. down- to increase a level o f
Their daily· schedule includes devoutness. Some of my friends
speaking in tongues, clutching began to explain to me how no
plastic fetuses, blesring cardboard Muslim could ever be my friend,
cut-outs of George W., and sob- since the goal of Islam was "to
l!ing uncontrollably for their sins.
obliterate all non-Muslims from
Yet home life is not much differ- the earth."
ent for these t)'kes, the majority of
These frightening developments
whom are home-schooled: These were further heightened by this
children's parental lessons include year's grotesque passion play, in
dismissing global warming as a which a Roman soldier- after
lie, while damning "warlocks" like breaking Mel Gibson's record for
Harry Potter.
" longest Jesus flogging"- pointed
Unlike the opinionated opuses his cat-o-nine-tails toward an audiof Michael Moore, Jesus Camp ence of trembling children and belmaintains a refreshing objectivity, lowed, "From the youngest to the
devoid of biased narration. Boys of oldest- you did this!"
Baraka co-directors Heidi Ewing
I can therefore attest to the fact

Documentary puts born again movement in 'the light'
"If you're not with us, then
you 're with the terrorists. "
-President George W Bush
Countless tiny fists pump into
the sky as a collective roar of exal' tation spreads lhroughout the air.
Standing amongst this precocious
is a
middle-aged

Tired
of getting
dirty fingers?
'

One of the
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that Jesus Camp is not a commentary on any particular religion at
all, but a study of real-life intolerance that transcends theological
and cultural barriers. It also makes
the 2004 Christian comedy Saved!
look like "7th Heaven." Although
some scenes will no doubt spark
amusement in some viewers, such
as the children's dance number to a
song with lyrics like "K.ickin' It fqr
Christ," the film's core is deadly
serious.
"If the Evangelicals vote, they
determine the election," admits
Ted Haggard, president of the
National
Association
of
Evangelicals, with a childlike
smirk.
Fischer 's question to her young
followers, "are you a pan of it or
not?" clearly mirrors Bush's blackand-white philosophy of determining friend from foe.
At a mere 85 minutes, Jesus
Camp doesn't have the time to
delve into the lives of its subjects
deeply enough, and the filmmakers' re fu sal to officially " take
sides" mutes the film's overall
impact. And yet thi s absence of
opinion is also I;wing and Grady's
biggest strength, thus allowing
their fi~n to become the year's
most provocative cinematic con- .
versation-startcr. The audience is
ultimately left to decide whether
the faith of these born-again
youngsters has experienced a
rebirth or a miscarriage.

chronicle@colum.edu

'Jesus Camp'
Directed by Heidi Ewing
and Rachel G rady

..

film. I'm not going to say that
horror films aren't good now or
can't be good now, but in general there 's a lack of creativity. A
lack of thoughtfulness. A lack of
. .. of ...
Originality?
Yes. A lack of originality.
That's a great word .. . A,Jot of
films are getting made for this
sort of instant gratification.
People don 't seem to think 'This
is going to be good for ages. For
decades.' It's more like ' This is
going to make money so I'm
gontia do it right now, and I'm
gonna not worry about the film
still being good in ten years.' So
yes, unfortunately there 's a lack
of originality. There's a lack of
creativity. A lack of thought. An
abundance of torture, unfortunately.
What directors are you filidiog most promising so far in
carrying the torch of horror?
Is Milke?
Well, I personally wouldn't ·
think most of the films we've say Miike is carrying the torch
programmed are in that vein [of of horror. I didn't really enjoy
"thoughtful" horror movie], like !chi the Killer. Don' t quote me
The
Thing,
Bride
of as being a big Milke fan. It's
Frankenstein, Cabinet of Dr. more that [Imprint is] a movie a
Caligari and Night of the lot of people were interested in
Creeps. I like to generally steer seeing and I just wanted to be
away from slasher and torture able to present it to them. I
don't know, honestly
I
films.
enjoyed Slither. That was fun.

Massacre mastermind, Rusty Nalls, talks about 'the good old da ys' of horror ·
By Steye Baltrukonls/Copy Editor
It seems like the only options
.for wide-release horror nowadays come in the form of pure
visual torture (Hostel), sequels
(Saw 3, slated for release Oct.
27), remakes or sequels of
remakes, but for those interested
in getting into the Halloween
spirit by catching a few classic
films, the second annual Music
Box Massacre 24 hour movie
marathon is coming up Oct. 14
through 15.
The man who spearheads the
project, Rusty Nails, has been
making films and organizing
film festivals in Chicago for
more than I 0 years. He spoke
with The Chronicle about the
Music Box Massacre, his new
documentary and "the good old
days" of the horror movie.
The Chronicle: Tell us about
the origins of the Mus ic Box
Massacre.
Rusty Nails: The Ma~sacre
came out of my love .of horror
films. The Music Box was also
interested in doing a series on
horror films, and in Boston,
where I grew up, there is this
theater called the Coo lidge
Comer Theatre, and they had a
12 hour horror marathon. I
thought it'd be cool to do a 24hour one. Through all miracles
of serendipity, so did The Music
Box. And hence it began.
What have you ~:hanged from
last year, and what are you
keeping on this year?
Basically, we' ve included two
guests. We've got Joe Dante
[director of Gremlins, and the
Howling ], who's one of my
favorite living American film mak ers, as we ll as John
llancock, director of Let :r Scare
Jenica to Death. There's go ing
to be a little more mus ic as
opposed to the one last year.

Penn [Gillette], John Carpenter,
John Landis, Richard Linklatter,
quite a few people have been
involved in the project.
Why did you decide to make a
documentary on Romero?
We' re trying to showcase his
film odyssey because his journey is the same as many independent filmmakers. That's why
I find George so interesting.
He 's been through so many

The Massacre has bad a 3-D
movie every year so far. Is
there a reason you've stuck to
1950s-era 8-movies instead of,
say, Friday the 13th Part 3 or
the 3-D Jaws sequel?
Yes ... It's because the Music
Box Theater doesn' t have a silver screen, which· is what you
need to play color 3-D films. So
at the moment we can only play
black and white so far as 3-D
movies go. We actually wanted

The only movie on the
schedule this year made after
1986 is Joe Dante's short film,

'·
What's the best wide-release
horror film you've seen, in
the last three
y:ears?.
I liked ' The
Corpse Bride:
&A with John Hancock
The Cabinet of Or. Caligari (19191
Was that a horThe Thing (1982)
Bride of Frankenstein (19351
ror movie? I
Deep Red (1975)
.
It Came From Outer Space (19531
liked The Host.
Night of the Creeps (1986)
Masque of the Red Death (19641
.I.;!Agoing ~ be
Zombie (1979)
Piranha (19781
playing at the .
Friday the 13th Part 2 (1981)
Homecoming (20051
C hica go
An American Werewolf in London (Hl81)
& A with Joe Dante
Int e rnational
let's Scare Jessica to Death (19711
Film Festival.
That's ,-, definitely the best
horror movie
I've seen in the last three years.
to play Friday the I 3th Part 3 Homecoming.
Well, we just announced that And -I -liked Donnie Dorko,
. .. We ' d like to play the original
House ofWax one day. I !ike that we' re going to be play ing which people are considering a
we're playing It Came From Takashi Miike's Imprint which I horror movie; I don't know why.
Outer Space because it's not a don't think has ever been I think that's a good trio. That
film that's familiar to most audi- screened in America yet. I'd and Slither. Here's a quote for
also . like to mention that ya: Horror is a very fertile field
ences today.
[M iike' s Imprint] has been for great ideas and fun and creWhy do you choose the films banned from cable television. ativity and commentary on the
political and social situations of
So that's the latest addition.
you do for the marathon?
the day. Not nearly enough filmOne of my personal interests
in doing the Music Box Do you think modern horror makers are grasping that cur- •
Massacre is pres~ntin g interest- doesn ' t hold up to the Dario rently.
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MUSIC BOX MASSACRE
24-hour horror movie morolhon
October 141h- Sundoy 15th
(noon to noon)

a

a
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phases that independent filmmakers go through.
His first film was a big success, but he immediately lost the
copyright to it, and so he had
fmancial problems and, I mean,
Night of the Living Dead cost
s ·I I4 'thousand and wound up
making $20 million when it first
came out. Then he made a few
films that didn' t go over so well,
and he made some bad bus iness
deals, lost control of some of his
projects .. . Then he went on to
make Hollywood films and deal
with Hollywood studios.
In a way, there's a lot to learn
from George [Romero] , both
good and bad. Just things filmmakers have to be aware of.
There 's a lot of snakes on the
Hollywood plane.

Are you shooting for a releas e
date?
When I make fil ms, I try to
Cou ld you tell me a little more treat every project more in terms
a bout your recent Romero of making the bes t piece poss idocum entary?
ble, and so I don't rush to finish
It's gonn a be a feature docu - anything. My goa l is to make
mentary on George Romero, the the best film possib le. Given
director of Night of the Living that, however, the 40th anniverDead, /Jawn ofthe /Jead, Day of sary [of Night of the Living
the Dead, CreepKhow, Monkey Deudj Is coming up in 2008, and
Shine.f, et cetera. It's go ing to the beginning of the fi lrn is set
cover h i~ whole life up to date in 1967, so I guess I wou ld like
and ~how George a~ one of the to have It finished either by
mou interesting , inn uential 2007 or 2008 for synchronlcl·
fi lmmakers of the l a~t 40 years, ty 's uke.
and hopefully I' ll be able to do
Documenturiel cun oflen be u
that.
long journey of discovery with
We have Qa nny 1Joyle, the subject, 10 hopefully It' ll be
Stephen J<: lng, John Waters, done 10oner then later.

ing, intelligent, funny, fun sort
of controversial horror films for
the most part. And we have silly
gore film s in there also, but I

Argen.tos
a nd
John
'Carpenters of yesteryear?
I jus t saw a fantastic movie at
a Toronto film festival that's

sballrukonis@chroniclemail.com
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Crossword

TOT

ACROSS
1 In a vertical line

6 Imitate
9 Actress
MacDowell
14 Fonda/Hopper

NINESA

Alii Schaffnit ,
a 20-year-old
music business
major, is a walking
collage of styles.
" I tend to throw
•t<>l!ethE!r lots of
diffProo>nt StUff,"
Schaffnit said. " But
I would describe
my style as [a]
strange mix:·
Schaffnit, junior
at Columbia, said
she frequents a lot
of thrift stores
between her
shopping sprees at
Forever 21 and
Urban Outfitters.
"The clothes I
wear are very
indie and urban,"
Schaffnit said. "A"
sort of helter-skelter mix."
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3-by-3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
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www.sudoku.org. uk.
Sudoku on Mobile.
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In your mobile
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Aquarius (Jan. 2 1-Feb. 19):
Being s ingle is way better. Not
only do you not have to pretend
you're in love with someone but
you can also stay up as late as
you want to and have more onenight stands L'lan before.
Aries:(March 2 1- April20):
Teen prodigies will not only
break your heart but also get
you arrested.
Gemini (May 22- June 21): .
Screaming " Why won't you let
me love you?" at your neighbor's cat won't get him to stop
meowing near your window, but
will raise even more questions
from your landlord about the
dead animals you throw in the
trash. Curiosity did indeed kill
the cat.
L eo (July 24- Aug . 23):
Don 't flush that toilet! You
could make thousands of do llars by sculpting your feces
into a religious fig ure and calling it art. In your face, student
loans.
Libra (Sept. 24--0ct. 23):
Getting into a fight with a magician at the local bar will lead to
unwanted attention. Not only
will he strangle you as he pulls
a never-ending handkerchief
from his breast pocket, but he' ll
make your significant other disappear- in his pants.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23- Dec.
21 ): Having s mall testicles
does not mean your penis
looks bigger. It just means you
have small testicles. So you
should stop bragging to all of
your friends about how you
have a giant-looking wang.

A lso, having a giant and giantlooking wie ner are two different things. Didn't you team
anything from the back of the
bus during middle school?

•

0

Pisces (Feb. 20--March 20):
Heaven is doing your homework fi ve minutes before class
and getting an 'A' on it.
Taurus (April2l - May 21):
Walking into your next class
and proclaiming there's open
enrollment in your pants will
only lead to an increase of sexual activity with people who
don't know what they're doing.
Cancer (June 22- July 23):
For five minutes you will discover the meaning of true
love in a dark alley behind a
dumpster.
Virgo (Aug. 24--Sept. 23):
Due to an ongoing laws uit, my
lawyers have advised me not to
give this horoscope.

G

•

Scorpio (Oct. 24--Nov. 22):
You willleam the true meaning
of depress.ion when you find
out the tutors in the Writing
Center get paid $10 an hour,
which is more than you've ever
l]'lade at the srring of shitty
part-time jobs you've had. Just
remember that next time
you 're walking to class after
folding "ironic" T-s hirts at
your retail job and pass by an
empty Writing Center, 33 E.
Congress Parkway.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan .
20): The best part about growing a moustache is asking people if they want a moustache
ride. Oh yeah.

,..
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All that ·run with just one gun
When I was growing up my heroes
::::. ..-...-."='-' consisted of the
usual mix of gun-toting individuals ranging
from
John
Wayne--whose real
name was Marion,
by the way- to
By Cyryl Jakubowski
S t a I I o n e ,
Commentary Ed~or
Schwarzenegger and
Bruce "Yippie. Kay Yay" Willis. They all
had guns and they were all badass motor
scooters. Granted, they were actors on
film, but they sure as hell managed to
help in forming my stance on guns.
Now, before I go further, I don ' t have
a problem with guns unless someone is
waving one in my face and demanding
money or a blowjob a Ia Kevin Bacon in
the fi lm Sleepers. I think guns have a
place in our society- ya know: for hunting, the shooting range, or heck, even
for protection. But over the years, my
stance on guns has been changing, partly be<;.ause of all the crime that is committed with the help of those wonderful
contraptions. Let's not kid ourselves;
guns are instruments of death if in the
wrong hands, i.e. maniacs who go on
school killing sprees and/or kids dying
from gun accidents.
But don ' t load that antique musket
with gunpowder yet. I believe in live
and let li ve, and if it suits your fancy to
carry a weapon.for protection or hunting
or getting rid of pesky squire Is, then by
God it's your right.
However, when it comes to guns,
there is a double-standard with all that

_ _j
~

~

Joshua Covarrubias(The Chronicle

talk which comes from the National
Rifle Association about " law-abiding
citizens·• being able to carry firearms. It
seems to me that the NRA can scream
about gun rights all the time, but when
someone says something about banning
assault weapons it's like we're trying to
take away their toys. Perhaps we should
be consistent with guns--you don' t
need Rambo's gun to shoot Bambi.
I never owned a gun, but that doesn ' t
mean that I won't someday try to get one
legally and fire off a few high caliber
rounds at the range. I hear it's a really
empowering experience. Plus, gun
stores are rampant in the suburbs.
Yet, the more I think about why people get guns legally, whether for hunting
or for protection, one notion seems to
crawl out of the societal crevices--guns
are essentia lly tools (and toys) for
adults. And as with any "tool" they
require knowledge, responsibility and
common sense.
To me that's what the NRA is talking

about, the responsible gun owner. But
what is worrisome to me is the thin line
between "law-abiding citizens" and
crazy maniacs who end up shooting
children in schools. Why do guns end up
in the wrong people's hands? Has it
always been like this?
Last week, three school shootings
made headlines, throwing the country
into despair about the tragedy and brutality of the crimes. In response, this
week the Bush administration will hold
a conference to address school violence,
a~~ording to Deputy Press Secretary
Dana Perino.
I' m not a proponent of the NRA, but I
get it. I used to read Hemingway novels
and always wanted to go big-game hunting in AtTica like Ernie did. But there is
a weird obsession with guns in this
country, I mean how many guns does
one need to bury somewhere in an oil
drum? You would think one gun is
enough.
The NRA is an organization that, after
all, has the Eddie Eagle GunSafe program, which teaches children from preK to third grade the steps to take if they
find a gun. An eagle mascot, for a small
fee of course, makes an appearance and
teaches children to: Stop! Don' t Touch.
Leave the Area and Tell an Adult. I bet
McGruff the Crime Dog could kick
Eddie Eagle's feathered butt-Crime
Dog most likely has a gun.
The NRA website says the program
works. Perhaps it does. Perhaps children
respond well to an eagle mascot teaching them safety rules when it comes to
guns.

But all my jabs at the NRA are meant
to illustrate a point. Yes, there is room in
our society for guns, whether for protection or for reereational hunting. But let's
not blow things out of proportion.
Listen, if you feel that your life is in
danger, I am all for owning a gun-or two.
OK fine, six guns-two for the armpits,
two for the hips and two for the ankles.
But that's it. Ifyou can't survive with six
gats, you're either hunting terminators
or you're most likely breaking the law.
The right to bear arms should be a
privilege reserved for those who can
handle weapons responsibly. But
because it is a universal rule, any psycho
can get a gun and, as the school shootings showed last week, use it for his
malicious deeds. The line between lawabid ing citizens and full-out criminals is
easy to cross, especially when guns are
involved. Even the 32-year-old truck
driver Charles Carl Roberts IV who
gunned down those children, was a
" law-abiding" citizen until he committed murder.
Lets get tough on who actually can
have a gun, instead of pontificating
about law-abiding citizens having the
right to bear arms. Anybody can get a
gun, legally or illegally, off the street or
through a friend. Perhaps the answer
doesn 't lie in tighter gun control, but in
making sure people who obtain guns
should have some training about how to
use and care for them. Using gun locks
and child safety devices is the first step.
Beside, if I do have a child, I'd think
about giving up on guns and get a subscription to Guns & Ammo instead.

One strike and you're out
If you take the
number 29 State
Street bus, you can
get the $2 tour of
what 's left of the
government-owned
housing complexes
that cnce stacked
our city's skyline.
By Jenn Zimmerman
! became fairly
Assistant campus Editor farr. i liar with that
bus while riding to
my internship at the Residents' Journal,
a South Side newspaper that is written
by public housing residents for public
housing re~idents. It didn ' t take me
long to see that although many people
who lived in C hicago Hous mg
Authority-owned properties never acted
like criminals, the C HA had no problem
treating them as such.
In 2000 the C HA created the Plan for
Tran ~format ion to help rebuild public
housing and help decrease much of the
crime flouri~hin g around these homes.
De rrick Ifill, the C IIA's press sccre··
tary, ~a id crime i~ down 14 percent in
CIIA re~ idc nc ic~.
Yet, througho ut thi~ trans formation
plan, it ~ecms a~ though rc\ idcnt~ ~rc
lo~ ing more th;m the1r hom e~; their
ri 0lt~ arc th e newc\t rcque\t from the
CTIA .

One of the housing authority's newest
policies requires prospective and current residents to be drug tested annua lly
to comply with lease agreements in certain mixed-income apartments. This
stands out as yet another example of
innocent people losing their rights as if
they were pnsoners in a place that our
tax dc llars helped build.
An annual drug test may make sense.
It could help take out the narcotics dealers and abu5ers ~hacking up next to the
prospective families. But what if they
weren't the ones creating crime but
rathe r a family member was or a friend
of the f:!mily1 The C HA seems to think
th is is enough to shut you out.
Following two Supreme Court cases,
Virginia v. Hicks and I-I UD v. Rucker, a
new policy labeled One Strike was
enacted. This is another guidel ine residen ts are forced to comply with in signing their app lications and lease agreements.
According to One Strike, if you,;myon ~ in yo ur t:un i ly or even a fi·icnd of
the t;unily i ~ arrested, a cc u~(·d or convicted of a c rime, it is reason eno ugh for
you to be cv ictcd from your home.
M,1ry John s. edi tor-in-chief at tht:
R::::ident•;' Jownal, is a c urrent resident
"r a C IIA-owncd property who first
iiC(J Uain ted 111~ with thi ~ ridi culou s
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excuse for a policy.
According to Johns, if you currently
live in C HA-owned buildmg, any accusation of criminal activity is enough to
be evicted from your home.
"There is no public demand on this
craziness even from C HA property
leaders," Johns said.
Stephanie Horton, lawyer for One
Strike for the 'HA, said when a person
accused of a crime is found guilty, they,
a long with everyone else in their home,
are evicted.
But Hill added that there is hope for
fami lies affected by One Strike. If the
criminal is not the leaseho lder and
chooses to leave the home, the other
residents can stay.
In other words, this newfound hope
gives residents two options through
One Strike : break up your family or
find somewhere e lse to stay.
Fi rst off, maybe this loophole is great
for some residents, but I t md it hard to
believe that most families would have
no problt:m kicking their son or daughter out because o f oae crime they have
r.ommitted . There is a reason there is n
'<l)ing " threo strikes nnd you ' re out:·
isn·t there?
And even more so, :u;en ' t u majority
of people turning to th~: C HA becuuse
they hnvt: no other plnce to go? I' m sure

the diminishing quality of public housing wouldn ' t be their first option if they
had other places to tum to.
It seems only fair to assume that as
much as the CHA claims public housing is the first step to gettmg people a
better life, it can be argued tliat it's one
step up from the Cook County Jail and
in some ways it's just the same.
Both have screens plastered against
the front side of the complexes resembling prison bars and both scream out in
need of basic upkeep, with the stench of
urine overwhelming the staircases. Yet
one large difference remains between
the county jail and public housingmany of its current residents are as
innocent as any other citizens. They
didn't lose their rights by committing a
crime, but they lost their family or
home.
·
Johns said she feels almost trapped
into agreeing with these policies whi le
si~ning her [ease.
'You sign all these documents to
where you have no choice,'' Johns said.
As the wrecking ball swings, residents are faced witn these new polici~:s
that question what exnctlv being poor
means in our society. Cleurly, to the
HA, it means you leave your rights on
the dool'st.:p to your ntw home, or ynn
leave your lumily behind.
·
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Editorials
Drugs are bad, mmkay
!:Jenis
to have
short spots on MTV
in the '90s that featured
his a9idic rants and. raves.
In one s.ho!'t he appeared
on televisio;, and said
"One word: drugs."
· So in true Leary style,
one word comes to mind
w hen addressing ihe
University Cente r of
Chicago: dru~s .
La~t week s sto ry in
The Chronicle about' prescription drug abuse
moving into dorms raised
certain questions about
the University Center 's
· p'o licies e n drugs and
other vices.
Various accounts suggest thatthe UC is a drug
emporium where students
can shop till they drop for
whateve( they fancy.
Even though there are
• policies regarding drugs
and alcohol, one of tfie
nation's largest dormitories needs to do more to
police an environment
that should mainly be
qsed · for studying and
s leeping. Granted; this
doesn't mean administrators should infringe on
students' privacy, but
they should play a part in
providing a safe and drug
frc~ env1romnent.
But in the annals of history of higher education
the ·truth is that students
mov&into 'the dorm s first.
whi le drugs and a lcohol
abuse is usually there as
the serpents that slithe•·
through the world of academia on a constant
basis.
·
The Office of Safety
and Securit"j released last
Y~-11r's crime statistics and
th.\}':'l;resu Its from the

C

oml!dian

Le>~ry u~ed

Student Residence Center
are interesting. In 2003
there were on\y 29 rCJ?OrLed cases of hquor viOlations. In t\vo yer.rs that
number jumped to 324. It
seems the Res idence
Center is at least taking
its policies seriously.
Howevt>r, more needs to
be done to create a better
learning en v ironm e nt.
Perhaps RAs s houid
serve as counselors and
not traffic cops and get to
know students better.
As reported by The
C hronicle, prescription
drugs suc h r.s Adderall
and Ritalin are easily
·available in the dorm s
because students are selling their prescriptions to
anyone who wants a fix.
With their newfound
freedom
away
from
home, it's nothing new
that students wi ll likely
engage in risgue behav~
iors ranging from drink~
ing to substance abuse.
It's a cause for concern
when students readily
admit to using prescription drugs.
''!'II take Adderall for
two days and then take
NyQuif to kill it off,".
freshman Jessica Ruska
told The Chronicle last
week. "A lot of kids here
abuse it."
All our live·s we've .
been taught · that ·" drugs
are bad." But if students
think that moving away
from c:assic drugs such
as cocaine, heroin and .
marijuana to legal prescription drug ,.ab.use is
somehow justified, the; .
are dead wrong.
Most students
are
stressed out about school
work. But it seems that

while burning the midnight oil, students have
reJ?Iaced coffee binges,
w1th amphetamine
infused study sessions.
This might is a step backward.
·
Those who have tried
Addera ll swear by its
effectiveness. But what
does that say about student life here at Columbia
when one needs to resort
to drug abuse to make it
through school? Perhaps
better time management
is the answer and not
legal speed. On a long
enough time line , us ing
Adderall to get through ·
finals is a trap which can
lead back full · c ircle to
regular drug abuse.
Of course, there is no
way of enforcing substance abuse completely,
but the UC should remam
vigilant and crack down
on such instances. This,
of course, is a problem
that will not go away, but·
more steps should be
taken to help minimize
this.
Substance abuse is a
serious problem, and
Columbia offers numero us organizations that
help promote drug-free
interaction with students.
Many counseling services
are avai lable to students
if they feel they might
have a problem.
Students make mistakes, but hopefully they
can learn from them and
realize that prescription
drug abuse isn't the
answer. Meeting . new - 1
fr.iends, utili z ing what
Col umbia has to offer and
making thl) best of a positive college experience,
however, is.

I

Gatne 'i najor not all fun and games
n hi s· first movie not play them.
appearance in Sack to
Columbia aim s to crethe Future: Part 2, ate-art, film and writing,
Elijah ' Wood asked, " You both fiction and nonficmean you have to use your tion-and the major doc~
hands?" in response to concentrates on that. The
Marty's overt fascination game design 's c urriculum
with the Wild Gunman balances creativity, storyarcade. In a nutshell, that's telling and technology
the future of video games, within concentrations like
- especially if one's calling game develo pment, pro· is to design them for the gramming and animation
highly competitive and and audio.
lucrative gaming industry.
It's all a lofty goal, to be
Like a bug-ndden ver- sure. But the program also
sion of Windows 95 , needs to. stress the idea
Columbia's new game that a simple degree in
~esign major is also startgame d es ign from
mg to show some bugs. Columbia might not be
While the program is in Its worth much if the students
infancy, some st;)dents don 't have· a strong
have raised conccras videogame demo that
about its execution.
equals whatever is being
· Video games are introduced into the marembedded in our society ket. While a Columbia
like an Alabama tick. se nior year project
Games are not child's plav involves making a game,
anymore, but a big part of students need to escape
young adults and grown conventions and create
ups lives. The $7 billion games that werer. ' t done
gaming industry is also before.
Students need to be
one of the reasons why
· many people are thinking challenged . to tread on
about entering this field in new grou:~d and no! folorder to make games and low formula-this chal-

I

Back.Jrom ·the Drawing Boards

Ienge should be up to par
with whatever engineering students are doing ir;
otlier schools.
While the curriculum is
based in theory, an intemship with a video game
co mpany is h e ip fu l,
accord in g to indu s try
sources. Th ere is also a
load of physics, linear and
discrete math that is
required in the program,
but we th ink s tudent~
interested in majoring in
game design should realIZe that it is a difficult
field and only serious
applicants should even try.
Whi le some students
raised concerns that the
program is too demanding
and that it needs to be
more basic at the beginning, it's too early to
judge a program that on
paper is a good idea.
Beside, if one is having
trouble in introduct_ory
clashses 01tfagtarne dtesthlgl~,
per aps , 1s no
e1r
cup of tea. As with any
medium , hard work iL
necessary to create anvthing of quality.
-

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
~onderful example of the retroactive
po litics that are being played out to
stir the pot and cause Mr. Jaworski's
"infectious disease."
People will continue to bicker as to
~hom has the better idea, bottom
line. But to use excuses such as
" Republicans made it too hard to
afford college tuition" and " I actually
had to work because my credit was
bad and the Federal Government didCry, cry, cry
n't give me enough financial aid" is
pure cowardice and falls under the
In response to the article entitled retroactive political idea of entitlement.
'
"Rye .bread monologues," I was
Nothing that Clinton did, or any
prompted to write a response to some
of the claims made by Jim Jaworski. other President for that matter, could
First of all, the " infectious disease have prevented what happened to our
of politics" Jaworski refers to is, quite country.
simply, a byproduct of the liberal
Clinton could have killed Bin
media we are subjected to. The media Laden, but that is surely not a guarhas turned politics into a game show antee that we would not have been
that many of us watch with as much ' attacked. It was a matter of time and
adoration as 18-vear-old girls watch frankly, it is tiring to listen to the
American Idol. this particular view- same old "he said, she said" amongst
point is further enhanced by the fact America's t\vo dominant political
that politicians no longer focus o~ a parties.
cu;-rc.nt messa5~ but rely en olaying
Take responsibility for what you
~etroactive politics instead. Mr.
have to do. If it means getting a coJaworski, ratfier effor:lessly, cioes t ~.e signer to ccme to Colum bia College
same thing in t.is article.
because FA FSA didn't !;ive you
It '~ time for · politicians to step
enough money, then do it. Or, like
blan:ir.g each o:h.:r for tlw current Mr. Jaworski,' you can own up and
~tate of world :.fTairs ami ow11 up to
get aj0b. Co lum~i a's tuition fa lls just
the f1ct that tl!cv are the ones who below the national average anyway,
created the dram~(s) in the fir~t pla-:e. so if you want to go to school, stop
Clin;on could have got Bin Laden, retroactive ly
blaming
parents,
and Js he illu:;tn.\~d during his inter- Republicans and Democrats, mea n
view with Chri·s Wallace on i'v~ guidance counselors, rax systems or
News, lie surely wanted to. Wlu!t is ex- Presidents simply because you are
interesting about that interview is that . too complacent with complaining
the former Pres ident went on to about how the "people who run the
describe the exact times he could free world are no more mature than a
have killed Bin Laden. My question couple of bozos who work at a bread
is why didn 't he?
factory."
If Clinton was afraid of seeing the
God torbid you wanted to go to
inside of The Hague then by God medical or law school and realized
what was he doing being the leader of the cost i ~ anywhere between
the world's last supefJ?ower in the $70,000-$ 150,000. Who can we
first place? .The c laim that the retroactively blame for that, I wonDepartments of National Security, der?
State, and Defense as well as the CIA
and FBI were unaware of the severi- Timothy Baker
ty of Bin Laden's influence are a
Senior, Public Relations

Have an opinion about something you read on these pages? Did you
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly
about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a Letter to the Edilor? At the bottom of Page 3 1 you ' ll find a
f
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h
d h. L
h
f
set o gut e rnes on ow to o t ts. et us ear rom you.
- The Columbia Chronicle Ediwrial Board
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Urban Excursions: Evanston
Believe it or not, the CTA
travels north of Howard.
Beyond the Red Line, off of. the
Purple, lies Evanston. Though
not particularly urban, it 's not
all that suburban either. As a
matter of fact, it 's quite · a
charming community- a little
less crowded than Chicago. But
Evanston's got far more character than your stereotypical suburban sea of big box stores and
strip ma lls. And during the
school year, it's packed with
college students.
Historic mansions, tree-lined
streets, lakeside parks and stately brick downtown build ings
compri se
the
home
of
Northwestern Uni versi ty. In
addition to scenic surroundings,
Evanston overflows with fantastic restaurants and pubs.
Dave's Italian Kitchen, 1635
Chicago Ave., is my personal
favorite. This low-key Italian
dining delight resides in a basement, of all places. Its s ignature-laden wine bottles and
eclectic art collection line the
dining room, which is packed
almost any night of the week.
Dave dishes up inex pensive but
tasty Italian specialties like
baked spaghetti , veal parmesan
and spaghetti carbonara, as well
as delicious thin-crust pizzas
and, for those of age, an expansive wine list with selections to
fit all budgets.
Another Evanston staple is
Buffalo Joe's, 8 12 Clark St. It
serves the best chicken wings in
the city. hands down- and fabulous cheese fries to boot. This is
a great place for dining on the
cheap.
For the 21 :and-older crowd,
Celti c Knot. 626 Church St.,
provides a cozy nook for dinner,
drink s or Sunday jazz brunch.
The food is a little more expensive, but the atmosphere is chill
and welcoming like any other
neighborhood bar; Celtic Knot
bo?sts charm ing stone walls.

frequent live Irish music, dart
boards and televisions that provide a nice spot for taking in a
game.
Joy Vee's Noodles, 521 Davis
St., is a great date spot. It touts
itself as the first to o ffer
Taiwanese bubble tea in the
Midwest. In addition its menu
incl udes a wealth of fresh
smoothie flavors and a wide
assortment of Asian dishes like
lemongrass chicken, Korean
BBQ beef and Buddhist delight.
Evanston' s newer shopping
district beholds such twentysomething favorites as Urban
Outfitters, 92 1 Church St. and
.American Apparel, 950 Church
St. Francesca 's Collections,
1706 Maple Ave., is a chain
boutique that offers up a roomful of sparkling accessories and
one-of-a-kind clothes. Century
12 and Century CineArt s 6,
1715 Maple Ave., always provide a host of mainstream and
more obscure movies. They
o ffer student discounts- as
many places in Evanston do- .
and matinee prices.
Don't leave Evanston without
visiting Bookman's Alley, 1712
Sherm an Ave. Literally in the
alley, this is by far the best little
used bookstore in Chicagoland.
It demands its own trip to
Evanston. The shop's several
rooms are cram med floor-toce iling with literary treasures
both com mon and rare. With
antique furnishings and diin
lighting. you feel like you're
searchi ng through grandma's
attic.
This is only a sampling of
what lies to the north of Roger's
Park. Take the Purple Line and
get off at Davis to visit the central downtown district mention ed above. There's plenty
more to be seen off of the other
stops ... but that's another trip
all together.

The Unicorn care. 1723 Sherman Ave., Is a popular location with
students and faculty from Northwestern University's campus.

I
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Immigration:
Cook County
Board divided on
sanctuary measure
Continued from Back Page
trying to enter a Mexican restaul"!'nt on Chicago's South Side.
Not everyone agreed that the
County Board should har:dle such
immigration issues. Tony Peraica,
who represents Chicago's near
west suburbs, spoke about why he
opposed the resolution.
"The County Board of
Commissioners does not have the
jurisdiction to deal with the questions and issues that under the
federal constitution of the United
States are reserved solely to the
United· States Congress," Peraica
said.
Peraica, an immigrant who's
running as the Republican candidate for Cook County Board
President, said he sympathized
with the immigrants' plight but
the board was not the place to
handle immigration reform.
Peraica also noted that the resolution WOI!ld "create a false sense
of ho~; a false sense of security"
by deeming Cook County a sanctuary county.
Cook County is not the only
local government engaging in
localized immigration reform.
Since August 2006, 33 states
endorsed 78 hills pertair.ing to
immigration, according to tlie
National Conference of State
Legislatures, a bipartisan group
·that provides n•.search and support for state governments.

The NCSL noted· in its tally that
state legislators have introduced
nearly 550 resolutions this year,
although many are still pending
while some have been vetoed.
Some of the resolutions' main
topics included employment,
public benefits and human trafficki ng.
Along with state and county
legislators, towns like Sandwich,
Mass., have tried to craft legislation doing the opposite of Cook
County.
Doug
Dexter,
a
Sandwich town official' said the
town recently deemed il<elf symbolically "not a sanctuary for illegal immigrants." He also said
Sandwich has no problem with
documented workers.
"We're not against immigrants," Dexter said. "We're not
against the guest workers coming
here."
He explained that many temporary workers on 180-day work
visas travel from areas like Africa
and Europe to work during the
summer. Most of them leave
before their visas expire.
Dexter said the problem arose
when the town officials tried to
pass an ordinance that would
revoke the license of a business
employing undocumented workers. He said certain businesses
undercut other ones by hiring
undocumented workers for less
pay. He also said that tnis cheap
labor affected the job market for
the town's guest workers too.
During the town meeting,
· though, Dexter noted that local
churches protested the proposal.
"The whole thing got confused
with ·a human rights issue,"
Dexter said. " It's a legal issue."
In a town hall government, any
registered voter attending a meet-

ing has the right to vote on a resolution. Dexter said about I ,000
people showed up out of
Sandwich's 14,000 registered
voters; town officials tabled the
measure because about 600 to
700 attendees would have voted
against it.
However, Dexter said the
tabled proposal may not matter if
the U.S. Senate approves bill
H.R. 6095. This bill, along with
H.R. 6094, which allows the
indefin ite detention of immigrants, and H.R. 6061 , which
authorizes a 700-mile border
fence, would give local and state
governments more force to handle undocumented workers with.
While Congress approved H.R.
6061 to build a 700-r.~ ile, doublelayered
fence
along
the
California-Arizona and Mexican
border on Sept. 29, !he H.R. 6094
and 6095 bills are still pending in
the U.S. Senate. Currently,
Congress is in recess for the Nov. A crowd gathers near Carpentersville Village Hall, 1n suburban
7 midterm elections.
carpentersville, to protest an immigration propcsal that was schedIf H.R. 6061 sounds familiar, uled to be debated on Oct. 3. The village board pcstpcned the meetit's because the bill echoes U.S. ing so officials could locate a bigger venue to discuss the resolution.
Rep. James Sensenbreimer's (RWis.) fai led H.R. 4437 bill that this number reflects 29 percent of immi gration, Cook County
Maldonado
authorized criminal sanctions the 35.7 million foreign-born per- Commissioner
against undocumented workers sons living in the United States.
explained the message he was tryFor Jack Martin, special proj- ing to convey with his sanctuary
and building a fence along the
U.S.-Mexican border. This bill ects director for the Federation county resolution.
"(This nonbinding resolution]
served as a catalyst for the hun- for Immigration Reform, a nondreds of thousands of people who profit organization that pushes for is not intended and nor do we
marched earlier this year in major tighter immigration laws, it's not have the power to circumvent the
cities,
including
Chicago, reform that has people divided.
federal government," Maldonado
"Public opinion polling indi- said. " By adopting this resolution
demanding rights for undocumented -immigrants as well as cate that a large percentage of the it will be just sending a moral
public
[want
immigration message to the undocumented
some type of reform.
Currently, I 0.3 million unau- reform]," Martin said. "There's that reside in our town that we
thorized people reside in the more of a divisive [sentiment] on support their plight"
United States, according to a what needs to be done with the
study released in 2005 by the Pew illegal people already here."
ekasang@;chroniclemaitcom
Still, while Cook County resiHispanic Center, a nonpartisan
research organization. However, dents' sentiments are split on
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During 2002_to 2004 citizens flied 10,1.50 complaints of
Courts challenging excessive ·force. 1.8 were followed through with.a suspension
reporters' privilege longer than- 7 day$. 99.8% were not followed through

Kalven:

Conlinuedfrom Back Page
than severa l bu ildings on the eve
of destruction. For him, it was a
place where he already had
numerous ties and connections,
and it was also where he and a
colleague would eventually set
up a website called viewfromtheground.co!ll.

The site would serve as a blog
to report and document stories on
the cond ition of public housing in
Chicago. Fru strated by mainstream press coverage of the
issue, Kalven sought to immerse
himself in the com munity · an d
report from the ground up, a technique rarely used in conventional
journalism.
" What we did instead of critic izing the coverage of public
housing by the press, we did primary reporting ," Kalven said.
"Nobody expects this sort of stuff
to come out of a place like
Stateway, and the internet a llows
a kind of strategic access to decision makers."
The website would not only
become Ka lven 's vehicle for
exposing what he calls severe and
serious human rights violations,
but the source of his and his subjects' ongoing legal battles.
The basis for the controversy,
~a wever, doesn't have as much to
do with the allegations of palice
misconduct, but Kalven 's rather
complex motives and his claim
that handing over his notes would
severely hamper his abil ity to do
the type of embedded work he
does.
" We don't consider this to be a
reporter's privilege case," said
Jennifer Hoyle, spokeswoman for
the City of Chicago's Law
Departm ent. ·'Jamie Ka lven is
listed as a witness for Diane
Bond, he is not acting in this
respect as a reporter, that 's the
whole po int of our subpoena. He
has become intimately in ~olved
with this case beyond what you
wou lq norma ll y see from a
reporter."
Hoyle said the city is pursuing
his notes just as they would those
of any other witness that has
information pertinent to a case.
Altho ugh Kalven has a lready
delivered a four hour depos ition
to the city, Hoyle said he has not
completely cooperated.
" We think it 's relevant, to the
extent that he has information
regardin g statements made by
other witnesses that may not be
consistent with what they are now
saying," Hoyle said.
The city is now appeali ng a ruling by Mag istrate Judge Arlander
Keys that the ~ ubpoena , was too
broad. Because of Keys' decision,

Symphony:
Audience mixed
on contributing to
classical mus1c
( 'onlinued from /Juck /'age
" I th ink f hear e flll U~h o f ce ll
every <.lay oth er than
wmi ng to a concert to hear ce ll
rhon c~." White rw id.
l'r ior to the concert , Freeman
ph o n e~

I arrest
Com ints of ill
I searches
Com
Com Ia ints of excessive force
In the last 5 years, 662 officers had 10 or more
complaints - 5% of police force
From 2002 to 2004 the city investigated 18,077
allegations of misconduct, of those complaints 7,864 name
the 662
offenders.
Josh Covarrubias/ The Chronicle
Kalven has not had to formally
claim reporters' privilege, a legal
maneuver that !lsserts the press'
right to gather information freely
under the Ist Amendment.
If Kalven does, however, he
may have difficulties due to an
opinion three years ago by U.S.
7th Circuit Court Judge Richard
Posner that virtually eliminated
any rights granted to reporters in
Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana.

Reporters Privilege
Posner's opin ion originated
from a case involving Sun-Times
reporter Abdon Pallasch.
Pa Basch and other reporters
were interviewing, for a book, an
FBI mole who had successfully
infi ltrated the Irish Republican
Army, a terrorist group. The mole
was a key witness for Irish prosecutors charging the group's
leader, Mickey McKevitt. On the
eve of the trial , McKevitt's attorneys heard about the book and
interviews Pallasch had conducted and filed suit in th'e U.S. 7th
Circuit court to obtain notes and
recordings of.interviews.
Pall asch sa id he was ready to
go io prison for not g iving up his
materials. But when his lawyers
told him th at by refusing the
order, Judge Richard Posner
would write an opinion that could
later be used against him and
other reporters, Pallasch gave up
the notes and recordings.
" We think it's over, the worst is
done, we shan-circuited the
whole process so there's not go ing
to be any opinion that comes out
because the case is over," Pallasch
rem embered thinking. " Much to
our shock and horror chagrin, two
months later, from out of
no where, Posner issues this op inion without any benefit of briefs
or oral arguments.,
Posner's opinion eradicated any
protection journalists have to not

to ld audi ence members th e idea
fo r s uc h a piece origi nated
while he was in an airport in
Prag ue. li e said he noticed pas~e n ge rs a ll around him making
final phone calls before boardin g the plane a11d re alized th e
" mirac le" o f' thi s modern tcch-

""'"!IY·
" I Maestro

Free m<~n I saw a ll
th c'e dilf'crcfll people 011 cell
ph<•n c' and kind of how ifltru ' ivc il wa~. hut a lso lsawl in 11
way how it c orlll CCI~ people to
each ot her," lli rsch said .
Freeman collaboru tcd wit h
Baker 011 the idea, who fini shed

Kalven's cases are similar for.
because there are questions sur"There's no reason to worry
rounding their intentions at the about subpoenas and getting
sued-let the lawyers worry
time of their respective events.
"One of the reasons a reporter 's about that," Roth said. " If you're
privilege is conveyed by many a journalist, go do the job... I don' t
courts is to protect the independ- think it's a question of self-cenence of the media ability to gather sorship, I think it's a .question of
and report news," Dalglish said. lazy reporting or alternatively
"If you have someone there who paying attention to the wrong
"... He is not acting in this is clearly on one side or the other, stuff."
respect as a reporter, that's the need to protect the independRoth, who is also the Society of
the whole point of our·sub- ence ofthe media is obviously not Professional Journalists -director
of region 5, which encompasses
poena. He has become inti- as great."
Legal battles like the one much of the Northern Midwest,
mately involved with this
case beyond what you would Pallasch faced and Kalven is cur- sai~ there's nothing wrong' with
rently facing may play pan in Kalven 's type of reporting- it is
normally see from a
what Kalven calls " the self-cen- similar to citizen journalism, but
reporter."
· sorship of the mainstream press." often can blur the news-gathering
- Jennifer Hoyle, spokeswoman He said when v iew from the- line.
" There's a difference when
for the Chicago d epartment of ground. com began, his intention
Law
was to report on topics like public there are these other people who
housing and police misconduct want to wrap themselves in the
that are often covered i!l a tradi- ' skirts of journalism being
new tool they can use," Pallasch tiona! way that prevents the sto- reporters and they're writing for
said. " If it goes into federal court, ries from being effective. When themselves," Roth said.
it's open season and sure, why not starting the site, Kalven said the
Despite the criticism Kalven
try to get everything they can distribution list was carefully cre- has received for what some call
from the jouma lists, which is kind ated to have it sent out to many biased reponing, he continues to
top officials and community believe it 's poss ibl e to care pasof sad. "
sionately about human rights,
A !though no one can speculate organizations throughout the city
on the city's motives for pursuing to directly point out problems to your city and your neighborhood,
while still being a rigorous jourKalven 's notes, Kalven and others the right people.
" Most of the reporting on nalist. He said the readers can
bel ieve it may have to do with the
fact that he is an independent police misconduct cases is essen- judge for themselves the integrity
journalist with a self-professed tially reponing on trails, and that's of the reporting.
" I am someone who istrying to
" hum an rights act ivist" title.
a particular type of reporting,"
Lucy Dalg lish, executive direc- Kalven said. "Th is is reporting combat what I regard as serious
tor for the Reporters Committee that's coming from the ground, human rights violations by varifor Freedom of.the Press, based in it's coming from the actual setting ous means," Kalven said. " I don 't
Arlington, Va., said Kalven 's mul- that the a lleged abuses took place. think the journalism is impeached
tiple roles- as reporter, journalist It's an area where the institutional by the fact I have these other
and witness, ak in to that of a citi- press, the dai lies, has really failed roles. You have to read it and
j udge it, challenge it and look for
zen journalist, make it complicat- to cover."
soft spots like you would any
ed to determine his intentions for
writing the stories in question .
Citizen Journalism
other reponing."
Ka/ven has been · invited to
Dalglish mentioned independRichard Roth, associate dean at speak about his stmy at Columbia
ent journalist Josh Wo lf, who is
currently in jail for refusing to the Medill School of Journalism Tuesday Oct. /0 at 6 p.m. in room
hand over footage of a protest he at Northwestern University said 219 of the 33 E. Congress Pkwy.
shot
where
demon strators mounting legal struggles over building.
attempted to set a San Francisco inf01mation and sources shouldn 't
jewert@chroniclemail. com
pol icc car o n fire. She sa id the c ir- deter journalists from reporting on
cumstances regarding Wolf and stories they might nm into trouble
reveal sources or provide information in the federal 7th Circuit.
Now Pallasch said the opinion is
being used by cities a nd governments to club journalists into testifYing and revealing sources.
"They figure their role as zealous advocates is j ust to try any
tool they've got, and now here's a

writin g
"Conce rt ina
for
Ce llular Phones and Symphony
Orchestra " about a month ago,
ll irsch sai d.
Att endee
Erin
O' Kee fe
agreed that the ori ginafity of the
pe rformance co rre lated we ll
wi th th e wuy ce ll phones hnvc
evolved in our soc iety.
" I do think that it is rc lcvunt
to our tim e the mi xing of
someth ing th at's e luss icn lnll d n
fu ullllutio n of our soci ety, plus
some thir)g ll ike ce ll phones !
thut we ull usc," 0' Kee fe suid .
Accordin g to II irsch, th e
Sinfonlcttu 's mission is to try to

broaden perceptions o f how
c lassical mus ic should be perfa nned. The group o ft en tries to
ii1co rporatc diverse add it ions to
their performances, like playing
w ith u steel drum ense mble or
adding visual nids to concert s.
" [An orchc struJ becomes
c lassical nt the point that it
plays repertoire t\1111 came out
of clns sicul mu sic,'' Hirsch said,
"but the instruments nrc cnpnblc
of playing rea lly any thing.
nrcn ' t they 'I Pnrt of our miss ion
is to ... stretc h the botmdnrics
of how people perceive c lnss l·
cui mu sic by doinll piCiccs very

much like [thi$ one].''
Hir$c h said this evo lution of
m ix ing classical nnd modern
entities might help brenk the
stere'otype of what an orchestrn
rea lly can do.
"There 's q lot of th ings like
[this] that are going on in the
orchestral world thnt nrc nil n
purl of the pro.c ess of transforming the l'rchestru from its museum-like 19th century quality
Into n much more dynnmic, relevant purform ing ensemble,"
Hirsuh snid.

nrliiglo@chronldumuil. com
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A call for living wages
Hull House hosts
dinner and discussion
of sustainable income
By Katie Chor
Staff Writer

.Although the minimum wage
in Illinois is $6.50 per hour,
higher than t h~ federal minimum wage of $5.15, it still falls
below the poverty line. A threeperson household in Illinois
would only make $12,000 a year
working for minimum wage.
"The poverty level is nowhere
close to a living wage," Metzgar
said. "Low wage work :s a problem, and it is going to get

Despite Mayor Daley's recent
veto of the big box ordinance,
the debate about living wage
standards is sti ll simmerin g
within some organizations.
At a recent gathering at Grace worse."
Place, 637 S. Dearborn St., the
Allendees disc ussed fair
Jane Addams Hull House wages, health benefits and the
_ Association, an organization
that upholds Addams' memory
"This is not a decision
and promotes social welfare,
about Wal-Mart. This is
hosted a Dinners Di·a logue
about people. This conProjec t- part of an ongoing
versation should not stop
social issue discussion series
here tonight"
that explores racism and classim- to talk ahout living wages.
-Clarence
·Wood, Preside11t
Jack Metzgar, professor emerof the Ja11e Addams Hull
itus of humanities at Roosevelt
House Association
University, spoke briefly to the
crowded room about what it
takes for a three-person house-. lives of low-income workers.
hold to make a decent. living in
Judith Armstead, a retired
Chicago.
professor from Mal colm X
He pointed to the 2005 College, said during her years of
Census and a study conducted teaching, she discovered that
by Wider Opportunities for students received more money
Women, an advocacy group for in aid from the government
. women workers, which stated it when they did not work than if
would take almost $1 3,000 more they worked full time at a minito be self-sufficient in Chicago mum-wage job.
Armstead also said it is espeas opposed to the average
amount in the United States. In cially hard for single mothers to
2005, a three-person household afford day care.
" You renlly can ' t atTord to
in the Uuited States was living
in poverty if the combined work," she sai d. " Yoo go on
income was no more than welfare to stay home and take
$15,577.
care of the kids."

Gene Horcher, board member
of Jane Addams Senior Caucus,
a part of the association that
deals with senior citizens'
issues, said the lowest paying
j ob should have a decent wage.
The proposed solutions were
complicated. Many people supported the big box ordinance
Mayor Daley recently vetoed
which would have given
employees of Wai-Mart and
other businesses that have at
least 90,000 square feet of space
$10 an hour plus benefits.
But a few attendees questioned whether th e ordinance
would benefit the community.
Some feared that Chicago would
lose jobs if big box companies
like Wal-Mart and Target
opened stores outside the city's
borders.
Spokespersons from each
table expressed where they
would like to see the Hull House
on the debate and what action
should be taken.
Many people wanted to see
the Hull House partnering with
other advocacy groups to help
get the big box ordinance passed
at a s tate level. Attendees supported the idea of more meetings and public awareness
efforts for the issue.
" You have to unite if you' re
really going to get something
done," Horcher said, also bringing up the importance of women
gelling involved. " If women
don' t take action, forget it. Our
seniors are two-thirds women."
Some expressed that thi s is

Jack Metzgar, professor emeritus of humanities at Roosevelt
University, speaks about living wages during the Chicago Dinners
Dialogue Project Se pt. 28 at Grace Place. 637 N. Dearborn St.
not an issue stemming from
minimum wage, but from mini·

mum education. T hey said they
fe lt Chicago should put more
money in the school system.
Armstead said there needs to be
more ski lied workers.
Clarence Wood, president of
Jane Addams Hull House
Association, closed the evening
with inspiring words for change.
" This is not a decision about
Wal-M art ," he said. "This is
about people. This conversation
should not stop here tonight."

Wood said in a transforming
city like Chicago, public policy
and socia l issues are an ongoing
process.
" Your alderman is not here;
your city officials are not here
because they didn't believe
you 'd be here," Wood said.
"You ' re here."
For more information abow
the Dinners Dialogue Project
and other upcoming events. visit
hullhouse.org.
chronicle@colum. edu
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Rollin' down
the Cal-Sag
the channel winds through the
different n~ighbor~oods, it·
either goes next to, or through,
economic areas."
The Chicago land l3icycle
By Matt Woronko
Federatic.n, fou nded in 1985.; ii
Staff Writer
dedicated to intP.grating bicycles
Snaking between many south- as a bigger part of everyday life.
em communities like Robbins The organization has more tha.n
and Palos Park, the CalOJmet-Sag 5,000 members and has helped
Channel has be~n overlooked as create more than $i00 ·miilion
a spot for the growth of busi- worth of bike-rt:lated -projects. ·'
nesses and homes. But different Buchtcf said originally the areas
organizatic•ns, including bike around the channel '~ere ,home
and rowboai group's, have begun to many steel plants- and were
to look at the river as an fucused primarily on industry.
"Especially
along
the
untapped resource.
·One group is the Chicagoland.".,:.Cdlumet, companies only looked
Bicycle Federation, whic h is at profit," Buchtel said. "And
pushing for a 24-mile trail fol- now since many of them have
lowing the channel. The project closed, or are suffering, what
would go from the I&M Canal they've left behind is travesty."
Trail in southwest suburban
Buchtel said having a trail
Lemont to the Burnham going through areas of signifiGreenway near the Indiana bor- cant economic activity is imporder.
tant. He also said it 's not just the
• The trail would be built by money that potential businesses
20 I 0 and cost somewhere close along the river are focused on,
to $18 million. Steve Buchtel, but also attracting employees
southland coordinaior for the and recreational activities.
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation,
The Chicago Rowing Center
said it could be a good source of is feeling optimistic about recremonl!y for the community.
ational opportunities. Michael
"The trail will act as a link O'Gorman, head coach for the
between towns," Buchtel said. center, said the Cah;_met-Sag
"What's nice about it is that as Channel wou ld allow people to

Proposed multi-use
trail to run along
South Side river

a

Josh Covarrublas;The Chronicle
will be a plus," O'Gonnan said.
take an interest in rowing.
"Rowing· remains something "[Mayor. Daley] talks about the
that a lot of people haven' t river being an extension of .the
seen," O'Gorrnan said. "It's a lake front, but there isn't much of
situation where no one had a presence. People see it more as
a sewer, so no one really uses it."
access."
However, that may all change
O' Gorman said the CalumetSag Channel had advantages soon. Buchtel said the federation
over both the · main branch, helps communities gain money
whicli flows through downtown, for the trail mainly from grants.
and the northem branch of the After that, they will push for
connections from the trail.
Chicago River.
"The Cal-Sag Channel is per- Buchtel also noted the Southeast
feet," O'Gorman said. "It's wide Environmental Task Force as a
partner in the
and straight. It
"Especially along the fight for envidoesn't have a
Calumet,
companies
only
ronmental
lot of the turns
like the north- looked at profit. And now importance.
"The SETF
em branch and sin ce many of them have
closed, or are suffering, are like the
it's not packed
with
tourists ·what they've left behind is environmental
gladiators in the
like the main
a travesty. "
area," Buchtel
branch."
said. "They' re
0 ' G o r m an
said he'd like to
- steve Buchtel, Chicagoland in the win."
Another
see the Chicago Bicycle Federation southland
Rowing Center
coordinator
group looking
get more races
at the imporgoing and have more involve- tance of the trail is the Chicago
ment from college teams in the chapter'ofthe Sierra Club. Doug
future. He'd also like to see the Chien, conservation field representative for the nonprofit
river used as a training venue.
" When and if 'the (2016] group, said that he has worked
Olympics come to town, that with the Chicagoland Bicycle

Feder11tion before and believes
the trai' wi ll help change the
image some people have of the
southern side of Chicago.
"Many people still think of the
southern portion as being the
armpit of the city," he said,
adding that the trail could be a
good base for businesses to
flourish.
"What's great about the trail is
that it can ·produce a lot of spinoff ideas," Chien sa id. "For
instan·ce, when the trail is completed, you' ll probably see a lot
of new bike shops and restaurants being set up."
People don't have to worry
about the trail being exclusively
for bicyclists, either. Buchtel
said bicyclists would only be a
small fraction' of the people
using the trail alongside joggers,
runners, Rollerbladers and walkers.
"The goal is for people •to
walk out their front door and be
able to enjoy a bike ride, without
having [to] attach anything to
their Car'l," Buchtel said.

chronicle@c'otum. edu
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Scoop in the Loop

I

Democracy 1s a beautiful
thing. Government by the people, for the people
r at least
by some people we choose to
represent the other people. But
let's face it. llew many legislative actions do our political leaders take that truly affect us
immediately and directly on an
individual basis?
Perhaps I' ve been sheltered, or
perhaps I' m too young, but political issues never really affected
my
day-to-day
life -until
recently. Some of that elusive
legislative action-or lack thereof- is about to hit me so close to
home it might as well just slap
me in the face.
As a college student, the last
thing I need is the looming fear
that my electric bill will rise
about 20 percent next year. What
might actually be even more
frightening is how my e lected
officials are handling this issue
and others.
In my several years on this
planet as a politically-informed
adult I've never seen anything
quite like the third-grade antics
of gubernatorial candidates Gov.
Rod Blagojevich and Judy Baar
Topinka. Those two would dig
up elementary school detention
rec:onls if they thought it might
pull votes away from their opponent. Enacting another electric
rateJreeze, however, is one issue
tb}! the two actually seem to
e upon.
Blagojevich and Topinka met
on Oct. 2 at Millikin University
in Decatur, Ill. , to debate various
issues plaguing this election. For
those of us who yearn for more
than just name-calling and finger-pointing to decide who we' ll
cast a vote for. the forum of
debate has long been a sanctuary- a last resort . really- to
hear the real issues hiding
behind the he-said-she-said fluff.
Gov. Blagojevich. Treasurer

Toputka: If 11 W<Oren't for )out
agrttment about the rate frttze.
you might ha~e actuall) managed to n11n the sanctrt) of
debate for me. Thanks to
BC5 com. I was able to "'atch
the whole thmg from the comfon
of my ele<:tncity-guzzhng apartment. Though, I have to say. it
was like watching two tttnagers
go through a bad breakup.
The candidates spent the better
portion of an hour finding any
possible way to dig up unrelated
faults in their opponent's political past. Topinka insisted that
Blagojevich's administration has
been the most investigated that
the state of Illinois has ever had,
citing dead-end campaign promises and birthday check scandals.
Blagojevich fired back, reminding Topinka that the governor
she formerly worked under was,
well, sentenced to a few years in
jail.
All of this banter, of course,
was in no way related to the
original questions being asked of
the two.
Both candidates, however,
actually responded intelligently
when asked what should be done
about the looming electricity
rate increase set for January.
Blagojevich responded first.
promising that as soon as he
acquired enough votes to enact
another freeze. he would call a
session of the state Congress to
get it pushed through.
And at that very moment the
planets aligned, universes collided and Topinka agreed with
Blagojev ich's
idea.
Well,
Topinka thinks a session should
be called prior to getting the
votes, in hopes that the freeze
can be squared away prior to the
election. But let's not split hairs:
I' II take that as an agreement.
One of the debate's moderators.
the
Illinois
Radio
Network 's Jim Anderson, joked
when both Blagojevich and
Topinka suggested nearly the
same solution to the rate
increase.
"Shockingly. we have an
agreement here that you 're both
in favor of extending the freeze
by legislation," Anderson said.
And the teenage bickering
ensued just as Topinka interrupted Anderson to try and make
another point about why an early

In Public
Digg1n ' for some free Lat1n
mus1c? Tht'n chN'I\ out L,l
1\t'n,l~O \tl\•t~n(llO '" t~

Colomb•dn,l
,1nd
Est(lmb,l 0 l1 Tnv. n Sl'hoo' o 1
Folh 11. ""'c. .!5 -l·t
L1ntoln
A•c at 8 .10 p.m Oct ll F0•

more mt(lrtnat ,on. \ tstt oh.1fl)\\ n
school. org.

Craving some winter com
posting? The n stop by the
Garfield Park Conservatory.
300 N. Central Park Ave .. for a
free gardening workshop. The
session takes place from 10
a .m . to noon Oct. 14. For more
informal/on. call the ·Rotline·
at (773) 2 65-9587 or visit
garfieldconservatory.org.

Democratic Gov. Rod Blagojevich, left. and gubernatorial Republican
cand idate Judy Barr Topinka, right answer questions during a
debate In Decatur, Ill. on Oct 2.
session is key. But I must give
credit where credit is due : Both
Blagojevich and Topinka have
suggested an actual solution to
an issue that will soon drain my
wallet if left unresolved.
If only there were an option on
the November ballot titled
"Governor for the strict purpose
of freezing electric ity rates: Rod
Blagojevich or Judy Baar
Topinka." If that were the case. I
would actually feel comfortable
making a dec ision based on my
knowledge of each candidate's
stance on the matter.
As far as every o ther issue ,
these two candidates are too
busy dragging skeletons out of
the closet to tell the public what
they're actually going to do if
elected.
A c ity like Chicago, which
makes up a rather large portion
of the population of lllinois, has
a great deal at stake when it
comes to gubernatorial authority.
Beyond my e lectri city bill woes,
C hicago faces some serious
issues as a major city within
lllinois. At $3 billion. the state
has the country's highest fisca l
2005 deficit, according to the
Associated Press.

W~.>ca n ' t tum on the televi sion
without seeing an ad campaign
bashing one of these two candidates . We can't put them in a
room together to debate the
issues because the bashing continues in a less-scripted manner.
How do we find out the real
issues? How do we know what
they plan to do if elected? I'd
rather they just lie to me and
make up what they plan to do in
office, so long as it sounds like
normal political jargon and not
mind-numbingly juveni le squabble.
If Blagojevich and Topinka
don't grow up and sta rt telling
the public what they really plan
to do if elected as governor of
Illinois, I just might end up
walking in on e lection day and
handing the offi cial a Post-it. It
will be scribbled with " I don't
care who wins, just please don't
make me pay hig her bill s,"
because that, quite frankly, is all
these candidates can seem to
take a cle~ stance on.

Maybe be forgot bis libra ry card
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ept 27 "'ho tned to teal two books from
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Get some free yoga, pllates
and Latin music dance lessons
courtesy of Millennium Park's
Great Lawn, 201 E. Randolph
St., on Oct. 14. Yoga starts at 8
a.m.. pllates at 9 a. m . and at 10
a .m . a mix of Latin dance styles
like salsa. merengue
and
cumbia. For more Information.
visit mlllenniumpark.org.

Stop and smell the
chrysanthemums. The Lincol n
Park Conservatory. 2391 N.
Stockton Drive. will have 95 different kinds of chrysanthe ·
mums on display from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m . Oct. 14. The event Is free
and open to the public. For
more
Information,
visit
chlcagoparkdistrlct.com or call
(312) 742-7736.

Story time. Jay Allison. NPR
broadcaster and editor of the
book This I Believe, will host an
evening of readings from the
new book at 6 p.m. Oct. 10. The
event is free and will be held
insid e the Cindy Pritzke r
Auditorium at the Harold
Washington Library, 400 S.
State St. For more Information,
visit chicagopubllcllbrary.org or
call (312) 747-4050.

ariggio@chronic/email com

Trouble In para dln?
Police responded to a call Sept. 30 from a 26year-old student at the University Center of
Chicago. 525 S. State St. The victim told police
he had been pushed into a wall by his room• mate 's 19-year-old girlfriend after he had a verbal altercation with her. The victim complained
of pain in his left ann. and the girl was taken into
police custody.

Off the Blotter

-

Woma n allegedly usa ulted by acq uaintance
A 23-year-old woman was sex ually assa ulted
in a park at 402 S. Federa l St. at roughly 10 p.m.
Sept. 26. The alleged offender was a 22-year-o ld
male whom the victim said she had known for
about a week. The victim told police she and the
offender had been on a .walk for about an hour
when the offender sto pped to urinate in the grass.
He then asked the victim if she would have sex
with him. When she said no, the offender tripped
her, pulled her pants and underwear down and
forced intercourse. The victim screamed. but was
threatened by the man, who shouted ~Don ' t
make me k1ll you : I have a knife." The vict1m
later "'ent to the polr ce station and wa, taken to
So nhwe~ te m \1emo nal Jlosp1tal.
A rough w~ek
I he ( •nl!re•• li ntel, 520 S. M1chigan A•e
hdd to .ai' fnr pollee "' 1 tancc tw1ce In three
da;., \ -11-\~>r-old m rr refu <ed to pay for '"'"
beer' he p .•.h)>ed 1' •he otcl bar on Sept JIJ,
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WI iter offers view
from the ground
Articles question
authority and lead to
troubles in court
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

In April of 2003. a 4R-year-old
woman living in a fonner public
ho using complex on Chicago's
South Side approached independent journalist Jamie Kalven.
explaini ng that she had been the
victim of police misconduct.
Diane Bond told Kalvcn that
Chicago police officers unlawfully
entered her apartment. handcuffed
her. beat her and her IQ-year-old
son. fo rced her to expose her genitals and threatened to plant drugs
on her.
What stn1ck Kalven most while
investigating Bond's a llegations
were not the details them selves.
but the fact that the police department den ies the event ever took
place.
"Assuming for o ne moment that
these allegations arc true. how
could it be that these guys operated with this degree of impunity?"
Kalven said. "The quest ion that
really interests me is how do they
go about not knowing. how do
bureaucracies and governments go
about not knowing things that arc
within their power to know?"
Shortly thereafter. Kalvcn began
writing what was to become a 17part series of articles he would
publish independently on his website viewfromtheground.com. He
called the series " Kicking the
Pigeon" and placed Bond's personal account of the story at the
center.
Bond later filed a federal civi l
rights lawsuit against the police
officers and several high ranking
members of the Chicago Police
Department. What makes the case
unusual, is that Kalven, a journalist, agreed to be a witness for
Bond.
Now Kalven is awaiting word
from U.S. District Court Judge
Joan Lefkow on the fate of a pending subpoena issued by the city of
Chicago that wou ld require him to
relinquish all notes and documents
he gathered while writing
" Kicking the Pigeon" and any

other stories about public housing
and police misconduct.
The city's subpoena comes at a
time when journali sts face increasing pressure from local and federal
governments to divulge confidential sources and information. As
more reporters are being thrown in
jail for refusing to cooperate. many
in the journalism industry a rc
pushing harder for a federa l shie ld
law that will protect journalists
from being forced to reveal confidential information they gathered
whi le reporting. Kalvcn's case
however. is set apart by his adm itted roles as not only an objective
journalist. but a human rights
acti vist as well.

A V~ew From the Ground
According to Kalvcn. his story
began in a place most articles
about public housing do not in
public housing. For most stories on
the issue Kalvcn said. arc reported
on second-hand throu gh court
cases. while he uses more personal
accounts and a journalistic narrati ve to convey his points.
In 200 I. as the ci ty was preparing to demolish the several buildings that made up S tateway
Gardens. many people were abandoning the neighborhood. but
Kalven was j ust moving in.
Located along the Dan Ryan
expressway. just across from U.S.
Cellular Field. the complex is now
completely gone due to the
Chicago Housing Authority's Plan
for Transformation. which aims to
reinvent the city's entire public
housing program.
The few that were staying in the
neighborhood notorious for drugs
and crime fe lt just as deserted by
the police as the buildings were the
city.
" I heard endlessly from residents about often observing
instances of what seem to be
excessive force or police misconduct," Kalven said. "There is a
sense of, ' Who cares about community policing,' in a neighborhood that's only going to be here
briefly."
To Kalven however, the community represented much mo re

Aaron Vandermeer. assistant to composer David Baker, uses several cell ph~nes as instruments for
The Chicago Sinfonietta on Oct. 2. The performance integrated audience participation into the concert.

Cellular symphony
Conductor integrates
audience cell phones
into orchestra
By Allison Riggio
Assistant City Beat Editor

Cell phones aren' t usua lly considered symphony-appropriate.
But during two recent concerts of
the Chicago Sinfonietta , cell
phone use was more than just permitted- it was encouraged.
For the final e of a seemingly
typical orchestral performance,
audience members were encouraged to play ring tones on their
cell phones to coincide with various points in the orchestral piece.
Composer
David
Baker 's
"Concertino for Cellular Phones
and Symphony Orchestra" made
its worldwide debut with the
Si nfonietta on Oct.
I
at
Dominican University, 7900 W.
Division St., and Oct. 2 at
Symphony Center, 220 S.

Mi~higan

Ave.
"You are going to be featured as
soloists with the C hicago
Sinfonietta," said conductor Paul
Freeman to the audience. "Please
turn on your ce ll phones."
Just before beginning the concertino at Symphony Center,
Freeman instructed audience
members to locate their cell
phone's avai lable ring tones and to
play them when cued by spotlights
mounted on the stage. When a
green Iight went on, audience
members on the main floor of the
hall were to play their tones, and
when a red light went on, balcony
guests were to do so. When the
lights went off, audience members
were to end their ring tones as
quickly as possible.
When cued, the main floor
erupted with the sound ofjumbled
rings and songs to create a loud,
booming addition to the instruments in the orchestra. Tile balcony, which was less populated

than the main seating, was cued in
at seemingly less intense pointS of
the concertino. This frenzied
result was the intent of thC composer, according to Jim Hirsch, the
executive director of the Chicago
Sinfonietta.
"When you're walking down
the street and you pass IS people /
and you hear all these little. snip<"
pets of conversations and all.this
ambient noise-that's kind of the
chaos of everyday life;"' Hirsch
said. "[I think] that's what [Baker]
was really trying to recreate a little
bit in the concert environment."
Some members of the audieoee,
however, could have done without
the addition of cell phones in the
piece. Ruby White said that·
though she enjOfed the concert;
she would have preferted to hear a
different selection played by the
Sinfonietta--without audience
involvement.

See Symphony, Page 36

See Kalven, Page 36

DIY immigration refor~
Local governments
sidestep Congress to
take on immigration
By Eric Kasang
City Beat Editor

Author and independent journalist Jamie Kelven Is currently await

lng word from Federal Circuit Court Judge Joan Lefkow on the fete
C1f 11 pending !!Ubpoen11 IJglllnst him. The City of Chicago 111 seeking
11H ~ and document& Kelve n glrthOred while writing about
"'~ pollee ml!lconduct In public hoU&Ing.

With mo re reporters present
thun spectators. the Cook C01rnty
Luw
En forcement
und
Corrections Committ ee approved
on Oct. 2 n resolutio n to deem
the urcn u "sunctuury county."
The prnpnsul. which prohibits
l'nunty departments from asking
ubout n per"nn'~ immigration ~tn
tus or denying county NerviceN,
Mlill necdM to be nppruvcd hy the
lull t'ook County Uonrd.
Before voting J -to-2 In favor
nl' it, county commlulnnerN
debated the merits of local government Involving ll1elf In a fed·
ern! matter.

Cook County, however, is far
from a lo ne in taking on the
immigration
issue .
While
C ongress has failed to provide
any comprehensive immigration
reform, communities around the
United States, like Hazelton, Pa.
and Sandwich, Mass., are enacting laws or sponsoring resolu·
tio ns to both create tighter
enforcement against and provide
protection for undocumented
workers. And the debate is not
disnppenring anytime soon.
At the Oct. 2 meetlna, Cook
C ounty Commluioner Roberto
Maldonado, who represent•
C hlcnl!o 's North and Northweat
Slde1, explained the strictly sym·
bulle nature of the re10lutlon.
" What we are dolna with (the
resolution! Ia telllna them thlt
we believe In your atrugle,"
Maldonado Nld. " And WI l\lp'

port you as we await comprehensive immigration reform in this
country."
Maldonado said the put of the
resolution that had "teeth" contained a provision that Cook
County agencies and employees,
like the Sheriff'• Department,
could not demand to know the
immigration status of • penon
seeklna county services. This
measure stema &om a recent
Incident at Stropr Hoapital
where eeouri~ auuda allepdly
demanded to know the lmmlan·
tlon 11tat111 of a 77·ytaMkl man

and ...llhld him while he waited fbr hla wfllt la a parhcl car.
MalcloMdo al10 mtndoned an
laoldeot whert Coot CCMIIII)'
Slwrltf'a otllctn allepdly ubi
to . . ldiDdftcatloft tom ptOple
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